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DEVELOPMENT capacity
Rental Apartments
± 788 Units
Retail/Restaurant
± 280,000 SF

$210
million

PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

650
JOBS
CREATED

Full-Service Hotel
± 150 Rooms

$46

Waterfront Park
± 17.3 Acres

Million
FUTURE TAX
REVENUE*

*Net Present Value of
Bondable TIF Proceeds
(Over 23 Years)

Parking
± 3,400 Spaces
(Combination of surface,
structured, and on-street parking)

Executive summary
After years of community discussion and
targeted planning efforts for the now dormant
industrial lands in the south end of Clarksville,
the Town initiated this plan to analyze the issues
and opportunities for new development and
revitalization in a broadly-defined area extending
from the Ohio River to Stansifer Avenue. While
there is a clear need for community improvements
and revitalization in all portions of this 320-acre
area, the market analysis conducted for this plan
has demonstrated that opportunities for significant
private investment and redevelopment should be
focused on the riverfront, and on lands in close
proximity to the riverfront.
Clarksville’s economy, and the way its people
support themselves, their families, and their
businesses, has been tied to the river for centuries.
As the broader economy has changed and evolved,
it is time for Clarksville to change its waterfront
in ways that provide greater prosperity and
opportunity for its residents, as well as the next
generation. The Clarksville waterfront, once a
great job-provider for the town, no longer fills that
role. It needs to be transformed into a destinationoriented place, in order to advance its marketability,
livability, desirability and —ultimately — the
Town’s economy and the access its people have to
opportunity.

This study demonstrates that an opportunity
exists to attract $210 million in private investment
for new, market-based development along the
waterfront and near-waterfront area, characterized
by a vibrant mixed-use district with public
gathering spaces, walkable streets, bicycle trails,
shopping, dining and entertainment venues —
anchored by the river, a spectacular view of the
downtown Louisville skyline, and the iconic historic
architecture of the former Colgate facility and Ohio
Falls Car complex.
This focus on riverfront transformation is part of a
long-term strategy of community investment that
will pay dividends for decades to come, having a
ripple effect of economic improvement that will
spur additional investment in larger areas, to the
benefit of the entire town.

Invest
In the
riverfront

Facilitate
A town center
development

Support
Neighborhood
Revitalization

KEY PROJECT RECOMMENDATIONS
Facilitate Redevelopment of the Marathon Property

Reposition Riverfront Industrial Land

Develop a Master Plan and Design for the Waterfront
Park

Reconstruct Riverside Drive

Plan for the Reconstruction of Woerner Avenue
Coordinate with Jeffersonville to eliminate
development barriers and advance shared economic
development interests
Update Zoning and Development Regulations

Coordinate Utility Infrastructure and Stormwater
Management Improvements with Development
Establish a long term capital improvements plan for
the entire study area

Develop a Wayfinding Signage Program

Implement Commercial and Residential Revitalization
Programs
Reconstruct Cane Run Creek Pump Station
Infrastructure

Refer to the Implementation section for additional
details and recommendations
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Introduction
In 2007, Colgate-Palmolive made a strategic
decision to move its Clarksville-based operations
to Tennessee and Mexico, closing its iconic factory
campus, in operation since 1924. The move left
over 40 acres of once productive industrial land to
fall into disuse and disrepair. Two years later, the
nearby Marathon (formerly Ashland) Petroleum Oil
Terminal was also shuttered, the tanks emptied,
and another 20 acres of land left dormant. While
the philanthropic reminders of these corporate
giants remain in the form of nearby public parks
(Colgate Park and Ashland Park), the physical
remnants of now defunct industrial facilities also
remain, a reminder of disinvestment, lost jobs, and
environmental contamination.
The departure of Colgate spurred considerable
community interest in both the need to preserve
the site’s historic architecture, the most notable
of which dates to the factory’s original use as the
first Indiana State Reformatory, and a desire to see
the site become something new and productive.
Shortly after Colgate left, the property was acquired
by a real estate investment group, and has since
changed hands again, but little has happened in
terms of reuse. Also, despite past efforts of public
acquisition by the Town, Marathon has retained
ownership of the terminal and adjacent property,
with little indication of when or how the land might
be rehabilitated.
For years now, the Town of Clarksville has explored
the possibility of creating mixed use development
with housing, retail, office and hospitality uses
on the Colgate site and also between the Colgate
Site and the riverfront along Woerner Avenue. The
Town adopted new mixed use zoning requirements
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in 2008 that govern land use and development
for over 130 acres of land, including the Colgate
and Marathon sites, and other properties located
between Clark Boulevard and the Ohio River.
Clarksville also commissioned the Clarks Landing
North Master Plan in 2012, establishing a concept
for both preservation and redevelopment of the
Colgate site. Private development concepts have
also been drafted in recent years, but despite
these efforts, there have been no successful
redevelopment initiatives for these sites.
Still, these early planning efforts captured a
correct instinct – that these areas could become
something dramatically different, and that a more
modern development pattern could occur here
while also preserving the Town’s historic character.
Yet, for a variety of reasons, these plans have not
yet come to fruition. This is partially due to the
timing of the Great Recession, which coincided
with the departure of Colgate and the Marathon
divestiture, and made immediate reinvestment
impractical. The sites also pose the significant
environmental challenge of a long industrial past,
and the uncertainty of potential costs associated
with remediation that will be necessary to prepare
the land for new development. Finally, there has
been uncertainty as to which public investments
or private development projects would be most
catalytic, spurring broader interest in private
investment throughout the area.
At the same time, it has already been demonstrated
that industrial land in Clarksville can be
successfully rehabilitated for modern use. The
28-acre Water Tower Square complex, originally
the Ohio Falls Car Works – a locomotive factory

dating to the end of the Civil War – has been under
continual evolution as an office and warehouse
complex since the 1970’s. It is today a bright spot
of economic activity in the South Clarksville area
with over 400,000 square feet of commercial
space, including a popular special events space
known throughout the region. It is proof that private
enterprise can succeed in the Clarksville riverfront
area.
Together, these three sites – Colgate, Marathon,
and Water Tower Square - represent Clarksville’s
industrial past, but also represent an opportunity
for a new future. Situated directly across the Ohio
River from Downtown Louisville, the Clarksville
riverfront is poised for reinvestment, rehabilitation,
and transformation. It is widely recognized
as having Southern Indiana’s best view of the
Downtown Louisville Skyline, and is already
a popular stopping point along the Ohio River
Greenway trail. Improved access and connectivity
with the Ohio River Bridges highway project and
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After years of community discussion and targeted
planning efforts, the Town of Clarksville undertook
this plan – the South Clarksville Redevelopment
Plan – to take a comprehensive look at the issues
and opportunities for new development and
revitalization in a broadly-defined area extending
from the Ohio River to Stansifer Avenue. One of
the primary objectives of this plan is to identify
opportunities for development that will be
supported by private market investment and to
identify key actions and investments that can
be undertaken by the Town to catalyze private
development. This plan provides both a vision for
the future, and a strategy for making that vision a
reality.
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Introduction
Community engagement
The plan was developed over a five phase process
lasting approximately ten months:
>> Phase 1: Project Launch
>> Phase 2: Baseline Analysis
>> Phase 3: Alternatives Analysis & Strategies
>> Phase 4: Plan Development
>> Phase 5: Final Plan Adoption

Monthly Progress Reports
The planning team produced monthly progress
reports documenting project status and
summarizing community engagement efforts
to date. In addition, a Baseline Analysis Report
was produced on June 4, 2015 to summarize
findings from the Baseline Analysis Phase and
document key findings, planning issues, and policy
implications.

The Steering Committee
In addition to the regular guidance of the Town
of Clarksville Redevelopment Commission, the
planning process was guided by a 15-member
volunteer Steering Committee, representing diverse
interests, including Town Government, Study Area
property owners, businesses and residents, and
representatives of local and regional organizations
and agencies with an interest in the advancement
of South Clarksville. Steering Committee members
are listed in the Acknowledgements section of this
document.
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Project Launch
Phase 1 began with a project kick-off and visioning
session on March 19, 2015. This session was
conducted by the project team with members of
the Clarksville Town Council, Plan Commission, and
Redevelopment Commission. A similar kick-off
and visioning session was held with the Steering
Committee on March 31, 2015. This session was the
first of six Steering Committee meetings to be held
throughout the duration of the project.
The Steering Committee kick-off was coordinated
with a two-day trip to Clarksville during which
the project team also toured the study area to
document existing conditions and conducted a
series of initial stakeholder interviews with various
groups and individuals. Stakeholder engagement
remained on-going and included various touchpoints throughout the project.

Steering
Committee
Stakeholders
Public Input
Town Officials

Project
Launch

Kick-off/
Visioning

Baseline
Analysis

Steering
Committee

Steering
Committee

Stakeholder
Interviews

Public
Workshop

Alternatives
Analysis

Steering
Committee

Steering
Committee

Stakeholder
Review

Develop
the Plan

Final Plan
Adoption

Steering
Committee

Steering
Committee

Plan
Commission

Stakeholder
Review

Public
Workshop

RDC

Launch
Online
Engagement

MARCH

APRIL - MAY

FINISH

kick off

PROCESS overview diagram

Town Council

JUNE - AUGUST

SEPTEMBER - NOVEMBER

DECEMBER
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Introduction
Community Workshops
The first community workshop for the South
Clarksville Redevelopment Plan was held on May
28, 2015 at Water Tower Square. Approximately 40
participants attended, representing area residents,
business owners, property owners and others
interested in the future of the South Clarksville
Area. The planning team introduced the community
to the planning process, shared initial findings and
ideas about emerging opportunities, and described
draft vision and goals for the area. Participants
engaged in small group discussions about the
vision, opportunities and issues that should be
addressed by the plan, and then shared their ideas
back with the audience. Highlights of the discussion
include:
>> Cleanup of the Marathon Site is a top priority
>> There was general support for new mixed use
redevelopment, but Clarksville’s small town
character should also be preserved, especially
in existing residential neighborhoods
>> New parks and open spaces should be included
as a part of new development concepts;
impacts on wildlife are a concern
>> Opportunities for community or institutional
uses in the Old Indiana State Reformatory/
Colgate building should be explored, such as a
museum or visitor’s center
>> Stansifer Avenue should be improved to calm
traffic and revitalize the commercial area near
Clark Boulevard
>> Visual and physical access to the Ohio River is
important; ideas such as a boardwalk should
be explored
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The second community workshop was held on
November 10, 2015 at Ohio Falls United Methodist
Church. The planning team presented a draft
vision plan for the South Clarksville area, including
conceptual renderings illustrating what a new town
center and enhanced waterfront could look like, as
well as the fiscal impacts of potential development
and funding strategy for promoting private
investment and implementing public infrastructure
improvements. Over 60 residents, property owners
and other community stakeholders attended and
shared their questions and comments with the
planning team.

“

Roof top gardens
and access would
be a nice feature.”

Envision South Clarksville
The online engagement site served as a continual
presence for community discussion and ideas
regarding the future of the South Clarksville Area.
The site was established with online engagement
service provider mySidewalk.com (formerly
MindMixer.com) and was commonly known as
“Envision South Clarksville.” This collaboration
site was linked from the Town of Clarksville
Redevelopment Commission webpage. Project
reports, presentations, meeting minutes and
supplemental materials were posted to the Town
website for public access.
Online discussion activity on the Envision
South Clarksville discussion forum included
approximately 60 comments, questions,
suggestions and user interactions. There
were over 9,500 unique page views,
indicating that the public was interested
in keeping track of and obtaining
information about the project.

SECTION 1: INTRODUCTION
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Introduction
VISION STATEMENT
At the visioning sessions with Town leadership and
the Steering Committee, participants were asked to
consider and discuss a series of questions to help
formulate a vision and goals for the study area.
From this discussion, the project team developed a
draft vision statement to guide the development of
the plan. A first draft was reviewed by the Steering
Committee at their first meeting, with discussion
helping to refine the statement into a concise vision
and supporting goals (shown on opposite page):
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This vision was refined through the planning
process as opportunities, priorities and
implementation strategies were analyzed and
reviewed with the Steering Committee, Town
leadership, and the general public.
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The South Clarksville Area will be a lively, prosperous and exciting place
to live, work, and visit — a vibrant, walkable, mixed-use district that
serves as Clarksville’s downtown. It will be a showpiece of Southern
Indiana and the Greater Louisville Area that contributes to the Town of
Clarksville’s character and economy.

Project GOALS
GOAL 1

Capitalize on spectacular views of the Louisville skyline
and proximity to Downtown Louisville

GOAL 4

Remediate and redevelop aged and abandoned industrial
brownfield sites

GOAL 7

GOAL 2

Enhance access to the Ohio River and Ohio River
Greenway, local parks and natural assets

GOAL 5

Create a market-supported balance of jobs and housing
within the area

GOAL 3

Preserve and celebrate Clarksville’s historic assets and
heritage

GOAL 6

Integrate shopping, dining and entertainment/cultural
venues supported by the market

GOAL 8

NOTE: The order of the project
goals does not indicate their
relative priority.
Improve the quality and function of physical
infrastructure serving the area

Identify catalytic opportunities and a strategy for phased
implementation of the plan
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Baseline analysis:

context &
physical
conditions

This section summarizes some of the key
findings related to physical development and
regulatory conditions in the study area, including
transportation, utilities, land use, zoning, historic
assets and environmental concerns.
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Baseline analysis
Regional access
The Ohio River Bridges Project, nearing completion,
will dramatically change the transportation system
between Southern Indiana and Louisville via the
I-65 corridor. The diagram to the right illustrates
the final configuration of I-65, access ramps, and
surface streets impacted by the project.
Generally, the improvements will make it easier
for motorists to access I-65 from the study area.
However, direct access into the study area from
the interstate will not be completely direct or
intuitive. As with today, access from the north will
require exiting I-65 near Eastern Boulevard onto
the parallel US 31 system to Stansifer Avenue.
The 10th Street interchange will provide direct
access to Jeffersonville, and will require motorists
to navigate surface streets in Jeffersonville to
access the study area. Northbound access from
I-65 south will be somewhat more direct, via the
Court Avenue exit, with underpass connections
directly to Water Tower Square and the planned
Court Avenue extension from Missouri Avenue to
Woerner Avenue. A new underpass connection at
Clark Boulevard and 6th Street will provide another
access point, replacing the pre-existing 7th Street
connection to Quartz Rd. at the Colgate site.
While the planned interstate toll system has the
potential to deter frequent travel to the area from
Louisville via I-65, the Clark Memorial Bridge will
remain untolled, and will provide the most direct
route from downtown.
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Clockwise: Clark Boulevard will reconnect with 6th Street in Jeffersonville, intersections along Missouri Avenue are being
reconfigured, Court Avenue will be a relatively convenient connection from I-65 and US 31, access to downtown Louisville via the
Clark Memorial Bridge (US 31) will be a desirable alternative to the tolled interstate
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LAND USE AND ZONING
The study area includes a wide range of land uses
and activities, highlighted on the map to the right.
The largest single land use type is industrial, with
nearly 40% of the area in that category. However,
the bulk of remaining industrial land, represented
by the former Colgate and Marathon sites, is now
dormant. Active industrial uses include Carman
Industries along Riverside Drive, the PQ Corporation
adjacent to the Colgate site, and Nationwide Truck
Services adjacent to the Marathon Site.
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The Water Tower Square complex is a bright spot
of current economic activity in the area, with over
400,000 square feet of commercial space. This
includes a mixture of professional and medical
office, flex/warehouse, service commercial,
conference/events space, and institutional tenants.
Four acres of vacant land at the south end of Water
Tower Square offer a near-term development
opportunity.
Despite the industrial character of the south
portion of the study area, a number of singlefamily homes are located along Woerner Avenue
and Riverside Drive. Many of the Woerner Avenue
homes are now used as rental properties, while
most along Riverside Drive remain owner-occupied.
Other clusters of residential are located in the
State Street/Montgomery Avenue area, along
Newman Avenue, and along the Stansifer Avenue
Corridor. Clusters of neighborhood commercial
uses are located along and near Clark Boulevard at
Montgomery and Stansifer Avenues.

Colgate
Park

Residential - Single Family
Residential - Condo
Parks & Open Space
Industrial
Vacant
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The Marriott Drive area includes a mixture of
businesses and institutions with a hospitality,
recreational, or entertainment focus. These include
the Clarion Hotel, Derby City RV, the Louisville Metro
KOA campground, Derby Dinner Playhouse, and the
Clarksville Little Theater.
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Current zoning patterns largely reflect existing
land uses (see page 24, with the exception of the
Clark’s Landing Mixed Use (CLMU) Zoning District,
established by the Town of Clarksville in 2008. The
CLMU District sets the stage for the transformation
of Colgate and Marathon sites, and other nearby
properties with detailed use and development
requirements. To-date, no new development or
redevelopment has yet occurred under the new
regulations.
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Baseline analysis
Historic and Cultural sites
South Clarksville has a rich history, exemplified
today by mid and late 19th Century and early 20th
Century institutional and industrial architecture.
The most notable historic site is the former
Colgate-Palmolive factory complex, which includes
the previous Indiana State Reformatory facility,
dating originally to 1847, and the iconic Colgate
Clock, recognized as one of the largest clock faces
in the world. The Clark’s Landing North Master
Plan, completed in 2012, includes an extensive
inventory of the historic buildings located on the
Colgate site. The property is also governed by the
Town of Clarksville Historic Preservation Ordinance.
The other prominent site is the former Ohio Falls
Car and Locomotive Company, now the Water Tower
Square office complex. The site has been identified
as eligible for listing as a National Historic Register
District, but is not formally listed. The complex
includes a number of late Victorian style brick
buildings dating to the 1870’s.
In addition to these large historic sites, a number of
individual commercial and single-family residential
structures have also been identified as historically
“contributing” buildings by the Indiana Department
of Natural Resources. These include three homes
at the intersection of Riverside Drive and Woerner
Avenue, the Ohio Falls Office Building (formerly the
Clarksville Town Hall and Colgate School) and a
few homes in the State Street/Montgomery Avenue
Area, and a cluster of homes and businesses near
the intersection of Clark Boulevard and Stansifer
Avenue.
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The Colgate and Water Tower Square sites include a range of historic architectural styles that contribute to the unique and
eclectic character of the South Clarksville Area.
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Baseline analysis
Street Infrastructure
Circulation within the study area is not intuitive,
particularly for non-residents who are unfamiliar
with the area. The streets do not have a typical
rectangular grid layout, and the study area has
multiple physical features that create barriers,
resulting in a street system that is difficult to
navigate.
The bulk of the traffic circulating throughout
the study area would typically utilize Stansifer
Avenue, Clark Boulevard, and Woerner Avenue.
Marriott Drive primarily serves the Clarion Hotel
& Conference Center, Atlantis Water Park, Derby
Dinner Playhouse, Tom Stinnett Derby City RV, and
the KOA Kampground.
Nearly all of the roadways within the study area
are in need of infrastructure upgrades to improve
pavement conditions, control traffic speeds, and
facilitate pedestrian and bicycle mobility. Of
particular note, the Stansifer Avenue/Marriott
Drive/I-65 ramp intersection is problematic
from a geometric perspective and an operational
perspective; intersection enhancements should
be explored to improve traffic conditions and
aesthetics at this gateway location.

Clockwise: Riverside Drive, Clark Boulevard, Stansifer Avenue, and Marriott Drive. All of these major thoroughfares are need of
infrastructure improvements to improve vehicular, pedestrian and bicycle safety and mobility.
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Gateways and Barriers
The Ohio River Bridges Project will provide
improved connectivity between Clarksville and
Jeffersonville via improved and new highway
underpass connections at Riverside Drive, Court
Avenue, Clark Boulevard, Montgomery Avenue, and
Stansifer Avenue, mitigating the negative impacts
of the substantial highway barrier between the two
communities.
Other major physical features impacting access
and circulation within the study area include: 1) the
L&I Railroad that runs northeasterly through most
of the study area; 2) the old Colgate Manufacturing
Plant located near the center of the study area; 3)
a large lake, hotel complex, and water park in the
northern part of the study area; and 4) the Ohio
River levee and floodwall running along Riverside
Drive.
While the floodwall is an obvious physical barrier,
floodgate openings at Woerner Avenue and Market
Street also serve as thresholds and gateways
into the area. Most notably, the Woerner Avenue
connection through the floodwall frames the
terminal vista of the Colgate Clock.
Likewise, the railroad underpasses at Clark
Boulevard and Montgomery Avenue are narrow and
in poor condition, but offer opportunities to create
improved gateways between the east and west
portions of the study area.
Barriers such as the railroad and floodwall are challenges for development and circulation, but also offer opportunities to
create signature gateways at entrance points into the study area
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Recreational systems
The study area is ideally situated along the Ohio
River Greenway, with Ashland Park serving as
a popular destination for bikers, joggers and
those seeking to take in the spectacular view of
downtown Louisville, perhaps the best available in
the region. The park is a highly used amenity for
the region and a tremendous asset of the study
area.
Colgate Park, in the northern portion of the study
area provides a number of community amenities,
including sports courts, playground equipment,
picnic shelters, and the Clarksville Family Aquatic
Center, which is aging and will be in need of
improvements in the near future.
A significant gap in the greenway trail begins at the
terminus of Ashland Park, requiring pedestrians
and cyclists to enter Riverside Drive en route to and
from Jeffersonville. This is a critical missing link
in the system given the popularity of the Big Four
Bridge and the potential to draw even more people
to destinations along the greenway.
Likewise, there is a need for a convenient
connection to the Heritage Trail, which begins
at the intersection of Montgomery Avenue and
Marriott Drive and travels northward along the
edge of Colgate Park and Clark Boulevard. A
number of potential connections for both of these
trails have been explored in previous plans and
studies, including enhancements to Riverside Drive,
Woerner Avenue and Clark Boulevard, as well as
potential trail connections through the Colgate site
with future development. Along Riverside Drive,
existing industrial uses present a physical barrier
to extending the greenway trail.
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Ashland Park and the Ohio River Greenway are incredible assets to the study area, but improvements are necessary along
Riverside Drive to complete a critical gap in the greenway system
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Utilities and stormwater management
Wastewater Treatment Plant (WWTP) and
Collection System
Clarksville’s wastewater treatment plant (WWTP)
has recently undergone a major rehabilitation and
the capacity of the plant to service the study area
is not a concern. The plant will have an average
design capacity of 5.5 mgd with a peak capacity of
22 mgd after completion of the work in the summer
of 2015. The collection system, including lift
stations and sewer lines servicing the study area,
are generally in good condition. It is understood
that new sewer lines will likely be required as the
area develops, but the existing lift stations and
main sewer lines should have adequate capacity to
convey the sewage to the plant.
The Town of Clarksville replaced the sanitary sewer
line along Clark Boulevard in front of the Colgate
facility in 2013 and Lift Station #14 was rebuilt.
The Town is also beginning to address storm water
connections into the separate sanitary sewer
system.
The Colgate facility’s former WWTP, located on the
north side of Montgomery Avenue just west of I-65,
currently discharges down Montgomery to the
west and ultimately into the Ohio River. It is now
operating as a Storm Water Quality Plant.

Stormwater/CSO Issues
There are flooding and Combined Sewer Overflow
(CSO) issues in the northern part of the study
area, specifically between Marriott Drive and Clark
Boulevard near the Clarion Hotel & Conference
Center and the Atlantis Water Park (refer to map
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on opposite page). A detention area along Cane
Run Creek is located immediately west of Clark
Boulevard. CSO issues in Jeffersonville are
impacting Clarksville and cooperation between
Jeffersonville and Clarksville is important in finding
a solution to these issues. A Jeffersonville Consent
Decree will limit CSO events into Cane Run Creek to
three events per year and one per year to the Ohio
River, on average.
The original Jeffersonville WWTP was located on
10th Street just east of I-65. When Jeffersonville
built a new WWTP, this plant was abandoned and
converted to a Lift Station. However, the Lift Station
has a CSO and discharges into a pipe flowing from
the Lift Station to the Cane Run Creek Detention
Area located immediately west of Clark Boulevard.
When the Ohio River is up, the water detention
area stages higher and can begin to surcharge out
the CSO pipe from Jeffersonville. The CSO pipe
runs under the parking lot between the Clarion
Hotel & Conference Center and the Derby Dinner
Playhouse and adjacent to the Atlantis Water Park.
During heavy storm events, the inlets on this pipe
surcharge into the lower area of Colgate Park, the
parking lot, and the lake, impacting the Clarion
Hotel & Conference Center, the Atlantis Water Park,
and the Derby Dinner Playhouse.

Cane Run Creek Detention Area and is controlled
by the Clarksville-Jeffersonville Flood Control
Commission. This is not a stormwater pump
station, and only operates during flood events when
water levels approach the park buildings and street
department salt barn. The premise of the pump
station is to limit property damage which would
result from flooding only.

Private Utilities
A number of private utility providers are known to
serve the study area or may provide service to the
area. These include:
>> Water Supply and Distribution: American Water
>> Telecommunications: Level 3 Communications,
AT&T
>> Electric: Duke Energy
>> Gas: Vectren

The sewer separation work to be completed
by Clarksville will also increase the amount of
stormwater that gets diverted to the Cane Run
Creek Detention Area, as stormwater flows are
removed from the sanitary sewers.
A Flood Control Pump Station is located along
the Ohio River Levee on the western edge of the

The northern portion of Colgate Park is subject to flooding and
Combined Sewer Overflow issues
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HAZARDOUS MATERIALS CONCERNS
South Clarksville’s industrial heritage has left
behind a history of environmental concerns that
will require further investigation as potential
redevelopment options are considered. The map
to the right highlights several known and potential
hazardous material sites. These sites are generally
mapped based on the general location or address
of the site as identified in Indiana Department
of Environmental Management (IDEM) database
records, and do not necessarily represent the
specific location of a hazardous material spill or
release.
One Indiana Brownfields Program site, one waste
storage and disposal site, one National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) facility,
one NPDES pipe, four underground storage tanks
(USTs), and six leaking underground storage
tanks (LUSTs) are mapped within the study area.
Additionally, two IDEM State Cleanup Program sites
and one IDEM Voluntary Remediation Program
(VRP) site are mapped in or near the study area.
Generally, a Brownfield is a property where
redevelopment is complicated due to actual or
potential environmental contamination. A site with
an IDEM Brownfield designation may be eligible for
a variety of potential financial incentives to assist
with cleanup efforts. Additional coordination with
IDEM will be necessary in order to determine what
financial incentives may be available for properties
throughout the proposed redevelopment area.
The former Colgate-Palmolive complex received
an official IDEM Brownfield designation and was
issued a No Further Action letter from IDEM.
Although not officially designated, the Marathon
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Bulk Oil Terminal likely also meets the criteria to
receive a Brownfields designation through IDEM.
This site formerly held an NPDES permit governing
direct discharges into waters of the State. The
NPDES permit was revoked following closure of the
facility.
A number of underground storage tanks have been
identified throughout the study area, including
at the Colgate and Marathon sites among other
locations. A total of six tanks have been identified
as leaking with isolated site contamination upon
removal at various times since the early 1990’s.
Of the various sites with a history of hazardous
materials concerns, the Water Tower Square
complex was included in the IDEM Voluntary
Remediation (VRP) program upon cleanup of past
contamination.
Other properties in the study area with current
industrial uses or a history of industrial use pose
additional potential for contamination, regardless
of whether or not they are currently identified
by IDEM. Further investigation into the status
and location of the several known and reported
hazardous material sites will be necessary as
development opportunities are considered. A
Phase I ESA (Environmental Site Assessment)
and possibly a Phase II LSI (Limited Subsurface
Investigation) should be completed prior to the
purchase of any property with an industrial history
or adjacent to the study area.
Refer to Appendix 1 for more information about
environmental conditions and hazardous materials
concerns within the study area.

The Marathon Bulk Oil Terminal poses one of the greatest
challenges to redevelopment. The potential for contamination is
clear, but the full extent and cost of the problem is an unknown
quantity.
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Just as important as understanding the existing
physical conditions of the study area is analyzing
the existing market conditions in the surrounding
area of Clarksville, Southern Indiana, and the
Louisville metro region. The market conditions are
informed by myriad factors, including population
demographics, housing and retail supply, and
employment and tourism numbers. A market
study was undertaken to analyze these existing
conditions. The market study focuses on four
types of development—residential, office, hotel/
convention center, and retail.
Through the market study, it is possible to identify
gaps between supply and demand in different parts
of the market and thus potential opportunities for
development. This analysis provides a basis for
the market strategy (Section X), which further
explores these opportunities and outlines the steps
necessary to realize them with this plan.

BRANDING AND BROWNFIELDS

Development projects occur or do not occur for
a number of reasons. This market analysis finds
that two key hurdles to development—market
and location—are not the barriers that are likely
to prohibit development at this site. Rather, the
biggest obstacles are image and industry.
In terms of market, people are moving into
downtowns and greater downtowns in the greatest
numbers in over a generation. If a large, clean site
were assembled and packaged at a reasonable
price, developing new housing would, at minimum,
be possible. The site’s location, near the center of
the Louisville region, with waterfront and skyline
views, is very marketable.

How you’re viewed is just as important...
…as your view.

Yet significant barriers exist. The Clarksville
waterfront’s legacy as a place for dirty industry
(such as oil storage) has polluted its ground,
making it expensive to clean and bring back
into productive use. Further years of industry
have negatively impacted the image of the place,
particularly for housing. The upside is that if the
ground is made clean and sites are made available
for development, the site’s assets—particularly
its waterfront location in Louisville’s Greater
Downtown—will become easier to market.

SECTION 2: baseline analysis
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Trends
The demographics of America are changing—as
are people’s preferences about where they want
to live and what kinds of housing they want.
The population is growing, household sizes are
shrinking, and the number of seniors is increasing
rapidly. Consumer preferences align with these
demographic shifts, with a slight majority or
sizeable minority of households expressing a
preference for walkable communities and a
willingness to live in dense, walkable environments
if it places them closer to jobs and amenities. This
preference is particularly notable among young,
educated professionals.
A recent study by CEOs for Cities showed that there
was a 26 percent increase of this group across
the 51 largest MSAs in “close-in neighborhoods”
(i.e., neighborhoods located in and around
downtowns), compared to a 13 percent increase
in this demographic group outside of close-in
neighborhoods. This growth has been slower
in the Louisville metro region compared to the
national average, suggesting that there is potential
to capture more young professionals in Greater
Downtown, including Clarksville, with the right type
of development.

GROWTH OF YOUNG PROFESSIONALS IN CLOSE-IN NEIGHBORHOODS
25-34 Year Olds with a Four Year Degree
CEOs For Cities, 2009
61%

Atlanta
28%

Raleigh

34%

Charlotte
28%

Cincinnati

45%

Columbus

83%

Indianapolis
Louisville

10%

Nashville
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Pittsburgh

40%
87%

St. Louis
31%

Washington D.C.
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Louisville Region

Greater Downtown Louisville

2014 Demographics
Clarksville

Clark and Floyd County

Louisville MSA
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HOUSEHOLDS
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$37,400

$49,600
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37.9

39.2

39.0
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$142,000

$162,000

MEDIAN
HOUSEHOLD INCOME
MEDIAN
AGE

MEDIAN
HOUSING VALUE

Source: ESRI, Development Strategies 2015
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Market Segments
Just as market segmentation is used to determine
tendencies to buy different types of consumer
products—including products as diverse as
cars, computers, and dish soap—data on market
segments can be used to identify demand for
different types of housing products at a particular
location. The segments present in Clarksville and
the surrounding area are identified using ESRI’s
Community TapestryTM data, which uses algorithms
to link demographic, geographic, and psychographic
data to create 65 unique geodemographic
segments. In other words, these “segments” are
essentially 65 household groupings, each with their
own unique combination of demographic (income,
age, etc.), geographic, and psychographic (values,
culture, etc.) characteristics.
This study identified three categories of target
market segments for market rate housing at
the study site: Urban Professionals, Displaced
Urbanites, and Families and Walkability. Refer
to Appendix 2 for more detailed descritptions of
these tapestry groups. The maps on the facing page
show how these groups are located in relation to
Clarksville and the study area.
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Urban Professionals tend to be highly educated,
earn high incomes, and have a strong preference
toward urban living. The group includes a mix of
young professional singles and couples along with
young families. They prefer living in downtown
areas with multifamily housing and walkable
amenities. This group is not present in Clarksville
or other parts of Southern Indiana, instead living
in and around Downtown Louisville. The housing
product most likely to attract these households to
Clarksville is apartments along the waterfront.
Displaced Urbanites are similar to Urban
Professionals both culturally and economically, but
tend to live in suburban locations. However, they
can be attracted to live in urban environments,
particularly those with dense single family and
townhomes products. While most of this group
also lives on the Kentucky side of the river, there
is a cluster in northern New Albany near Indiana
University Southeast. As with Urban Professionals,
these households would most likely be attracted to
dense housing along the waterfront in Clarksville.
Families and Walkability consists primarily of
homeowner families. While they live in suburban
locations, most choose suburbs that are neither
exurban or urban. This group has a strong
presence around the peripheries of Clarksville,
Jeffersonville, and New Albany. They could be
induced to move closer to the downtown area and
live in dense single family housing if they perceive
the neighborhoods to be safe and vibrant and the
local school quality to be acceptable.

Market segmentation analysis suggests that there
is some market potential for housing development
in the study area. The most successful
development will be dense and located along the
waterfront.

1 Dot = 10 HHs

1 Dot = 10 HHs

1 Dot = 10 HHs
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Up and Coming Families
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Aspiring Young Families
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Couples
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RESIDENTIAL DEMAND & supply
In order to put numbers to the market
segmentation analysis, two market areas around
the study site were defined. The Primary Market
Area (PMA)—typically defined as the smallest
geographic area from which a high percentage
(often 75 percent) of support for a project will be
drawn—includes Clarksville, Jeffersonville, New
Albany, and some of the surrounding communities.
The Secondary Market Area (SMA)—from which
a smaller number of potential residents can be
drawn—includes Downtown Louisville and the
Bardstown Road corridor.
According to ESRI, there are approximately
24,000 households in the target market segments
living in the two market areas. The graph at
bottom right shows the number of households
by segment, with the Aspiring Young Families
(Families and Walkability) and Metropolitans (Urban
Professionals) segments most prominent in the
market. What this graph does not demonstrate is
the number of these households that residential
development at the study site would likely capture.
While specific capture rates will be applied as part
of the full market strategy analysis going forward,
in general the study site will capture a smaller
proportion of households living in Kentucky than of
those living in Indiana. There is also the potential to
capture target market households moving into the
Louisville area, which will also be explored further
in the full market strategy.
A survey of current housing products in the
Louisville metro area provides context for
attainable rents and sale prices. Most of the rental
housing stock in Clarksville and Southern Indiana
is older and of modest quality, and the rents
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average around $0.60 per square foot. By contrast,
there have been a number of newly constructed
and renovated apartment buildings developed in
Downtown Louisville in the past ten years, and
these units rent for around $1.20 per square foot
– double that of Clarksville. There is very limited
waterfront development in Southern Indiana,
although some new townhomes are being built
along Riverside Drive in Jeffersonville.

CLARKSVILLE
MARKET AREAS

On the for-sale side, the housing stock in Southern
Indiana is also generally older and recent sale
prices are around $80 per square foot. Newer
housing developments, such as Majestic Meadows
in Clarksville, have sold for closer to $100 per
square foot. Norton Commons, a dense, walkable
New Urbanist-style community in Prospect offers
one example of the type of the development that
may be attractive on the study site. Homes at
Norton Commons have sold for around $150 per
square foot in recent years.

Primary Market Area
Secondary Market Area

CURRENT MARKET FOR URBAN,
WALKABLE NEIGHBORHOODS

In Style

Displaced
Urbanites

Young and Restless

CLARKSVILLE MARKET AREAS
ESRI, DEVELOPMENT STRATEGIES 2015

Prosperous Empty Nesters
Milk and Cookies

Families and
Walkability

Aspiring Young Families
Up and Coming Families
Metro Renters
Metropolitans

Urban
Professionals

Urban Chic
0

1,000

2,000

3,000

4,000

5,000

6,000

7,000

RESIDENTIAL supply
WATERFRONT SITES
WATERSIDE WEST

LOUISVILLE, KY

SINGLE FAMILY HOMES
DEPAUW AVENUE HISTORIC DISTRICT

Year Built: 2013

NEW ALBANY, IN
Year Built: 1910s and
1920s

Number of Units: 167
Average Size (SF):
1,700 2BR
2,500 3BR

Avg. Rent/SF:
$1.50 Studio
$1.35 1BR
$1.40 2BR

Avg. Sale Price/SF:
$79 2BR
$73 3BR

Occupancy: 99%

MAEGAN POINT

JEFFERSONVILLE, IN

norton commons

PROSPECT, KY

Year Built: 1999

Year Built: 2000s

Number of Units: 9

Average Size (SF):
2,400 2BR
2,500 3BR
3,600 4BR

Avg. Rent/SF: Occupancy: -

Avg. Sale Price/SF:
$132 2BR
$183 3BR
$151 4BR
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Baseline analysis
Office DEMAND & supply
Demand for office space is necessarily driven
by employment trends. Not only do the changes
in number of jobs determine office need, but
so do the changes in number of jobs in certain
industries, as some types of work require more
or less office space than others. Employment
projection numbers from the Indiana Department
of Workforce Development indicate significant
expected growth in a number of occupations that
require office space, including healthcare, sales,
and administration. Based on these projections,
over the next ten years there will be demand for
approximately 1.1 million additional square feet of
office space in the Southern Indiana region. The
study site already contains 400,000 square feet of
office space at Water Tower Square, with room to
expand going forward.
The existing office market in Southern Indiana is
dominated by Class B and Class C office space,
with only about 70,000 square feet of Class A office
space in two buildings. Annual lease rates for this
Class A space is also relatively weak—about $15$16 per square foot as compared to about $19 per
square foot for Class A in Downtown Louisville and
$21 per square foot in the Hurstbourne area. Given
the cost of new construction, the development of
Class A office space at the study site is not likely
without a change in market dynamics or valueadding catalysts. A more successful approach
to any additional office development would be
to expand the Class B space currently at Water
Tower Square to accommodate future demand for
facilities such as medical offices.
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Projected 10 Year Office Demand by
Occupation Category

MEDICAL

CONVENTIONAL

CIVIC

560,000 SQ. FT.

540,000 SQ. FT.

40,000 SQ. FT.

Indiana Economic Growth Region 10
Source: IDWD, CoStar, Development Strategies, 2015

WATER TOWER SQUARE

400,000

Square Feet of Office Space

CLARKSVILLE, IN

Office supply
CLASS A SPACE
McCAULEY NICOLAS CENTRE

Clarksville office Submarkets

JEFFERSONVILLE, IN

Year Built: 2000
Square Feet: 51,000
Occupancy: 91%
Weighted Rent/SF: $15
Major Tenants: Mountjoy Chilton Medley LLP

CHASE BANK BUILDING
NEW ALBANY, IN

Year Built: 1994
Square Feet: 19,000
Occupancy: 88%
Weighted Rent/SF: $16
Major Tenants: Chase Bank

Office Analysis

South Clark
County

New Albany

Outlying Clark and
Floyd Counties

Louisville CBD

Class A

Average Lease Rate

$15.00

$16.00

-

$19.30

Occupancy

91%

88%

-

86%

Average Lease Rate

$13.00

$13.50

$11.00

$13.25

Occupancy

63%

74%

59%

90%

Average Lease Rate

$11.00

$11.50

$9.50

$12.75

Occupancy

50%

61%

47%

86%

Class B
Class C
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Baseline analysis
Hotel and Convention Center Demand and Supply
Hotels in Southern Indiana primarily serve visitors
to Louisville, although the region offers some of
its own tourist attractions. There are about half as
many rooms on the Indiana side of the river as on
the Kentucky side, significantly fewer full service
hotels, and lower occupancy rates. However, the
hotels in Indiana compete strongly on room rates
and therefore can attract business travelers and
cost-conscious leisure travelers. Demand for
hotel rooms is on an upward trajectory—tourism
numbers in Louisville have generally been growing
in recent years, and, as the chart on the following
page illustrates, the number of conventions in
Louisville—and corresponding room nights—has
bounced back strongly from the 2008 recession. A
new full-service hotel in Southern Indiana could
capture a portion of this increasing demand.
The potential for a hotel and convention center
in Southern Indiana was extensively studied
in a previous report by Hunden Strategic
Partners. The report, conducted for the City of
Jeffersonville, identified a number of potential
sites for the proposed “Jeffersonville Convention
Center,” including the southern end of Water
Tower Square. The study concluded that there
was market potential for a 125,000 square foot
convention center with a 225 room hotel, and that
the Convention Center could host 416 events with
178,000 attendees and 24,000 hotel room nights
annually by 2016.
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NUMBER OF
ROOMS

OCCUPANCY
AVERAGE
DAILY RATE
FULL SERVICE
HOTELS

Source: STR, Inc.

Clark-Floyd Counties

Louisville CBD

3,480

7,020

47%

53%

$73

$110

2

10

NUMBER OF CONVENTIONS AND CONVENTION
ROOM NIGHTS - LOUISVILLE

2008 Jeffersonville
Convention Center Study

2007 - 2013
Source: Louisville CVB
700,000

90

Potential Sites

75
600,000

60
45

500,000

30
15

400,000

0
2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

Number of Conventions
Room Nights

Jeffersonville Convention Center
416 events with 178,400 attendees
and 24,000 hotel room nights by
2016.
125,000 square foot convention
center and 225 room hotel
Source: Hunden Strategic Partners, Jeffersonville Convention Center &
Hotel Study, 2008
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Baseline analysis
RETAIL DEMAND & supply
The market for a retail establishment will generally
depend on how far consumers are willing to
travel to access it. Some types of establishments,
such as grocery stores and pharmacies, will only
attract shoppers from short distances away; while
others types, such as entertainment venues and
high-end restaurants, will pull people from farther
away. This study has analyzed this larger market,
based on a fifteen minute driving distance from
the study site. As the map on the far right shows,
this includes area in both Indiana and Kentucky.
Depending on the type of establishment or
establishments, a potential retail development may
only pull consumers from Indiana or it may attract
consumers from both sides of the river. As the map
shows, if the right product is provided to attract this
bi-state support, the potential purchasing power is
significantly greater than if the market is limited to
Indiana.
Southern Indiana, and Clarksville especially,
already has a large retail supply—approximately
2.8 million square feet. Page 52 shows the results
of a demand gap analysis conducted for the market
area covered by a 15-minute driving radius from
the study site just in Indiana. Demand gap analysis
compares the types of goods that households in
a market area are buying with the actual stores
located in a market area, which helps determine
whether supply is effectively meeting demand.
Based on demand gap analysis, most resident
needs are already being met in the market area.
Therefore, any new retail development at the study
site would have to offer unique amenities that
would attract both Indiana and Kentucky residents.
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MARKET AREAS

PRIMARY MARKET AREA

PURCHASING POWER

5 MIN.

Serving daily needs (i.e. grocery store, pharmacy)

COMMUNITY MARKET AREA

10 MIN.

Serving common needs (i.e. big box retailer, hardware
store, local chain restaurant)

DESTINATION MARKET AREA
Serving occasional needs/interests (i.e. movie
theater/entertainment venue, high-end chain
restaurant)

15 MIN.

INDIANA

$2.05 Billion
KENTUCKY

$4.72 Billion

OPPORTUNITIES

Clarksville Area retail corridors

Name

Existing Square Feet

Occupancy Rate

Avg. Weighted Rents/Sq.
Ft.

(‘000s)

Lewis and Clark Parkway

1,713

79%

$6 - $17

Veterans Parkway

267

87%

$18 - $30

Eastern Boulevard

131

42%

$5 - $16

Charlestown Road

114

78%

$7 - $17

Bardstown Road

213

92%

$13 - $22
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Baseline
analysis
RETAIL DEMAND	
  
Gap analysis
GAP ANALYSIS	
  

SQ. FT

Drinking Places – Alcoholic Beverages

7,500

Gasoline Stores

6,500

DEMAND
SURPLUS
SURPLUS
OVERSUPPLY

Electronics and Appliance Stores

(11,000)

Speciality Food and Liquor Stores

(18,500)

Clothing and Clothing Accessories Stores

(19,000)

Furniture and Home Furnishings Stores

(25,000)

Miscellaneous Stores Retailers

(29,500)

Building Material, Garden Equip Stores

(32,000)

Automotive Parts/Accsrs, Tire Stores

(33,000)

Full-Service Restaurants

(47,000)

Pharmacies and Drug Stores

(50,500)

Sporting Goods, Hobby, Book & Music Stores

(64,500)

Limited-Service Eating Places

(78,000)

Grocery Store

(381,000)

General Merchanside Stores

(481,500)

Source: ULI Dollar and Cents, BizStats, Development Strategies, 2015
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OVERSUPPLY

Development Potential
Housing

Office
Type:
Class B Medical Office

Type:
Three to Five Story
Apartment Building

Sites:
Water Tower Square

Sites:
Waterfront and Water
Tower Square

Hotel

Retail
Type:
Conference/Convention
Center

Type:
Waterfront Restaurants;
Microbrewery

Sites:
Several in Clarksville/
Jeffersonville area

Sites:
Waterfront and Water
Tower Square
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Economic & Market Strategy
INTRODUCTION
Clarksville’s economy, and the way its people
support themselves, their families, and their
businesses, has been tied to the river for centuries.
As the broader economy changed and evolved, it
has adapted the way it uses the river. This very
adaptation is a primary function of cities and
enhancing the quality of life and standard of living
of the people who compose them. As economic
forces have again shifted, it is time for Clarksville to
change its waterfront in ways that provide greater
prosperity and opportunity for its residents, as well
as the next generation.
Clarksville was founded in 1783, at the base of
the Falls of the Ohio—a break-of-bulk location
where settlers and Native Americans would stop
to portage, and from which trade and a nascent
economy naturally ensued. The same could be
said for many nearby communities—New Albany,
Jeffersonville, Portland—including Louisville,
which emerged as the primary regional city. Yet
Clarksville continued to grow and adapt with the
economy, and the increased shipping capacity
brought on by the locks at the Falls, as well as a
ready supply of water, helped usher in an era of
industry for the waterfront, which included the
Colgate factory and the Marathon Oil facility.
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Yet these very industries, which provided so
much employment and tax base for the people of
Clarksville in previous generations, have now left
a legacy of soil contamination that makes these
key waterfront sites difficult to redevelop in order
to help position Clarksville for economic growth
in the evolving economy. And the economy most
certainly has evolved. While manufacturing and
shipping remain an important (yet diminished) part
of the economy, the need to be on a waterfront has
lessened as truck shipping and industrial parks
have flourished. Tech, IT, and internet-related jobs
are driving the economy in ways that would have
been difficult to predict just a decade ago.

The only certainty for cities and the economy is
change, and that is why adaptability is so important.
The economy today is far more reliant on
consumption, on the attraction of talent, on the free
exchange of knowledge and ideas, and on tourism.
The commonality between all of these elements is
the need for place. Or places, to be more precise.
Places to spend money. Places to exchange ideas.
Places that attract people from other parts of the
country or globe to live, because talented people
have so many choices. Places to visit.
In this context, the Clarksville waterfront, once a
great job-provider for the Town, is now a liability.
One that needs to be transformed into a place,
in order to advance its marketability, livability,
desirability and—ultimately—its economy and
the access its people have to opportunity. The
good news is that cities have shown an ability
to transform their urban waterfronts, whether it
is SouthSide Works in Pittsburgh, or both sides
of the Cincinnati waterfront. Further, this study
demonstrates that an opportunity exists to attract
$180 million in private investment for new, marketbased development.

LTV Steel Site, Pittsburgh, PA
Southside Works, Pittsburgh, PA
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Market strategy
At the outset of the Baseline Analysis section,
the difference between market study and market
strategy were defined. Through market study,
gaps in the supply of certain development
products—housing, retail, office, etc.—can be
identified, relative to demand, resulting in market
opportunities. Market strategies, on the other hand,
are more about value creation through better or
more targeted development. One market strategy
might be to simply provide a better product than
a competitor. In doing so, a development can
succeed even in a crowded market.
For the Study Area, near-term opportunities
exist to develop waterfront housing, continued
medical office, waterfront dining, and perhaps
a microbrewery, which could serve as a junior
anchor.

A market strategy ensures that the right types of
products will be delivered to the right markets,
thereby reducing risk to developers and the public
sector while increasing the likelihood of lasting,
sustainable development and communities. A
market strategy builds on the program derived
from market analysis, molding it into a strategy
that takes advantage of a community’s or site’s
assets, resulting in a plan that is wholly unique
and distinctive. By leveraging investments
in place and the public realm, sound urban
design and architecture, anchors to drive traffic,
and coordination of complementary uses, a
development, district, or community can be
created that is greater than the sum of its parts.
This market strategy provides the basis for the
recommended plan outlined in the Planning
Framework Section of this document.

A more value-adding strategy would include the
above-mentioned uses, but also seize upon a
market opportunity to develop a leisure retail and
restaurant-centric town center development. This,
coupled with public investments in the waterfront
and the public realm, would likely catalyze further
development of uses that are dependent on that
initial development.
Therefore, this plan’s combined market study/
market strategy concludes that a limited number
of development opportunities exist, currently, that
largely take advantage of the waterfront. With the
development of public space, removal of blight, and
addition of anchor and catalytic projects, additional
development—catalyst-dependent development—is
much more likely to succeed.
Southside Works, Pittsburgh, PA
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Market strategy summary - development process

MARKET STUDY

Current Market
Opportunities

MARKET STRATEGY

Catalytic
Projects

>> Waterfront Housing

>> Retail Town Center

>> Medical Office

>> Waterfront Park

>> Waterfront Dining

>> Public Realm
Improvements

>> Microbrewery

CatalystDependent
Projects
>> Hotel/Conference
Center
>> Office
>> More Residential
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Economic & Market Strategy
PLACEMAKING AND VALUE CREATION OVERVIEW

Chattanooga, TN

The Ohio River Waterfront —
A Centerpiece for Value Creation
A cornerstone of this market strategy for
Clarksville is leveraging the value of the views of
and access to the Ohio River waterfront in order
to attract private investment. In this instance,
this value is further enhanced because it is an
urban waterfront which also provides views of the
Louisville skyline. Studies by John L. Crompton*
and others show that the combination of views
and access, as they relate to parks, waterfronts,
and other public space amenities, create the
greatest amount of property value. Put simply, by
maximizing views and access to the waterfront,
there are development opportunities for housing,
hospitality, and other uses that simply do not exist
elsewhere in Clarksville. This plan seeks to derive
the full value of this amenity to redefine the Town’s
southern edge, while delivering the greatest boost
to its tax base.
* “Measuring the Economic Impact of Park and
Recreation Services,” NRPA, 2010
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A Waterfront Shared by Everyone
While deriving greater property tax generation from
waterfront properties is a goal of this plan, so too
is enhancing the property values of the greater
community, as well as enhancing the quality of life
for its residents. While access and views of the
water creates value for private property owners,
the water’s edge need not be occupied by private
development. Rather, the highest and best use
of the waterfront to the entire community is as
a park or public space that is framed by private
development. The full realization of such a strategy
can be witnessed along Chicago’s lakefront, and
this relationship of water, public space, and private
development can be replicated on a much smaller
scale. By keeping the water’s edge open to the
public, the entire community can receive the full
benefit and enjoyment of the place—and this will
create more value for the Town as a whole.

Covington, KY

Rebranding Clarksville —
Improving the View from the Other Side
While continuing to develop and refine Clarksville’s
southern edge as a park will create more value for
the community, its full value-creating potential is
as an urban waterfront. Infusing the place with
a few well-placed restaurants and one or two
architecturally significant residential, office, or hotel
uses will only add to the sense of urbanity, place,
and livability. Strategically, this mix of quality public
and private development, which will be visible
from the Louisville side of the river, will go a long
way in rebranding Clarksville as a vital and vibrant
part of the metro region. In this instance, views of
Clarksville are just as important to the economy of
the places as are the views of the Louisville skyline
and Ohio River Waterfront. Replacing the remnants
of dirty industry and amenitizing it with a highly
appealing mix of public and private development
will go a long way in increasing the likelihood of
attracting people from all parts of the region to live,
work, and spend money in Clarksville.

Greater Downtown Louisville

Jeffersonville, IN

A Town in the Greater Downtown
While Clarksville’s heritage is as a Town—one with
small town values of hard work and neighborhood
identity—the value (and potential as an economic
stimulant) of its waterfront and the surrounding
area can only be fully realized if the waterfront area
is also positioned as part of Louisville’s Greater
Downtown. This involves developing Clarksville’s
southern edge in such a way that it is viewed like
NuLu, Sobro, and other neighborhoods adjacent to
downtown Louisville—a place offering a richness
of experience where tourists and metro residents
alike can go to spend money and leisure time. This
can be accomplished, while remaining sensitive to
Clarksville’s history and character, and creating an
environment that Clarksville residents can enjoy
and identify with as an important place within the
community that fits within and serves the needs of
the Town.

Competitive Differentiation —
Understanding Clarksville’s Assets and
Market Potential
While the economy of Clarksville’s southern
edge can reach its fullest potential through the
creation of an urban waterfront that is part of
Louisville’s Greater Downtown, it must also provide
something that is unique and distinctive from other
nearby places. In particular, Clarksville needs to
offer something different from New Albany and
Jeffersonville. Both of those communities inherited
stocks of historic downtown buildings that have
been preserved and developed to attract small
business development with storefront orientations
in a main-street setting—a type of place that
Clarksville currently lacks.

A Big Play Needed
Clarksville has several large, industrial sites that
require expensive cleanup efforts. Such places
cannot be readily transformed through organic,
small-business centric revitalization efforts.
Something bigger will have to be done in order
to attract the public and private funds needed to
trigger the “heavy lift” that involves environmental
cleanup, infrastructure development, and new
building construction. Fortunately for Clarksville,
this plan identifies a market-based opportunity that
will accomplish just that—and provide Clarksville
something that is sufficiently differentiated from
anything on offer in Jeffersonville, New Albany, and
Greater Downtown Louisville.
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Southside Works, Pittsburgh, PA

62

Columbus, OH

Brownfields and Mixed-Use Opportunities

Town Center

Anchor Strategy

Given the large, industrial sites present at
Clarksville’s southern edge, cleanup and
remediation give it something no other place in the
Greater Downtown has—a large area on which to
create a cohesive, mixed-use development. While
organic development and reuse of historic buildings
is encouraged where such assets exist (such as
Water Tower Square), other sites, such as the
Ashland/Marathon site and the Colgate Site (with
its venerable clock tower that must be incorporated
into any redevelopment plan) can be cleaned up
to attract new development, including regional
destination entertainment anchors, tourism
facilities, and corporate offices.

Economic necessity (a great deal of private
investment must be secured in order to attract
brownfield cleanup money) and competitive
differentiation (Clarksville needs to provide
something different from New Albany and
Jeffersonville), point to the strategic importance
of the development of a new Town Center at
Clarksville’s southern edge. This opportunity
is supported in the market analysis (refer the
Baseline Analysis Report), and would leverage all of
Clarksville’s current and planned assets, including
adjacency to an urban waterfront. It could
effectively link Clarksville’s waterfront to the iconic
Colgate Clock with a newly created main street
environment with shops and leisure destinations. A
plaza or civic square—a key anchor amenity in any
town center development—could afford the Town a
central gathering place for festivals, concerts, and
other events.

A core strategy in this town center approach
involves accommodating anchors—such as a
destination restaurant and entertainment venue—
that will draw people in and help attract smaller inline retail shops. These anchors, or ones like them,
will be essential in addressing what otherwise
would be considered unexceptional site access.
The combination of these anchors, a civic plaza, an
urban waterfront, and the venerable and distinctive
clock tower could be assembled to create a oneof-a-kind destination that people will seek out, in
spite of a few extra turns that will be required to
get there.
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Southside Works, Pittsburgh, PA

Chattanooga, TN

Town Center as Catalyst —
A Greater Mix of Uses

Economic Strategy:
Investing in the Long Term

While a retail town center provides a payoff in
and of itself, because of the high lease rates it
can achieve, a perhaps bigger payoff is that it
will make the entire place more marketable for
housing, hospitality, and office. Many town centers
have successfully incorporated housing into their
developments, often achieving rent premiums,
while further activating the place by infusing it
with resident activity. Synergies with hotels are
obvious, given the array of restaurants and leisure
opportunities that town centers afford. Office
users, too, like being in a place with lunch and
evening dining opportunities. At a time when
employers are looking to leave office parks in
search of more interesting, walkable places with a
diversity of experiences, town centers have proven
to be appealing places for office development.

In Clarksville, market strategy and economic
strategy come together at its southern edge.
Brownfield remediation and the resulting
redevelopment will require public/private
partnerships, and some long-term capital
investments that will need to be recouped, either
directly through tax generation or indirectly through
greater economic impact.
Retail town center development, with its destination
anchors, will boost property and sales tax receipts.
Residential development, an essential activity
generator, will boost property tax receipts as well,
and hotels will generate significant tax revenues.
But the sum of these elements, in combination
with an inviting public realm, could spur further
economic activity in the form of the attraction of
larger office tenants and synergies with tourism
anchors.

With large available sites created in an amenitized
place, waterfront access, and proximity to
Downtown Louisville, the table could be set for the
attraction of a corporate office user. Likewise, a
new tourism destination, such as an aquarium or
children’s science center, would not only provide a
synergistic anchor with a town center, but would
itself benefit from the overall appeal of the place
as a broader destination that offers a diversity of
entertainment options. The combination of multiple
attractions and activities would draw visitors
from a larger market–both geographically and
demographically–than any single amenity could by
itself.
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Potential tenants

TOWN CENTER CASE STUDIES
Sometimes, a site and market conditions converge
to enable development that is truly mixed in use,
and anchored by a number of retail/restaurant
vendors that are located around well-defined
public spaces, including one or more civic
squares or greens. An opportunity exists to do
just such a development—referred to as a town
center—in Clarksville along the Ohio River. Such a
development would be anchored by public space,
with a significant amount of leisure retail and
restaurant uses.
Such developments, if built with sufficient
infrastructure and additional available land, can
serve as a spark for other uses, including housing,
office, and hospitality. Such a development in
Clarksville could create not only an anchor that
helps rebrand a portion of the Southern Indiana
waterfront, but additional value for other nearby
developments and land uses, increasing property
values and economic activity along the way.
Two town centers were chosen as case studies
for this concept—Newport on the Levee, in
Newport, KY; and Southside Works, in Pittsburgh,
PA. These case studies were chosen based on
the demographic similarities of their metro areas
to the Louisville metro, as well as their locations.
Both town centers are located across a river from
their cities’ downtown areas, approximately one
to two miles away. A town center at the study site
would be similarly situated in relation to downtown
Louisville. The table on the opposite page shows
the demographics within a 15 minute drive time
of the two case studies and the study site, as well
as the map of each site’s location relative to its
corresponding downtown.
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The three market areas are most similar in terms
of median household income, which suggests that
a town center in Clarksville could house a similar
tenant mix. The potential tenant list to the right
is based on tenants at Newport on the Levee and
Southside Works, as well as some other similar
tenants, that are not currently present in the
Louisville market. Anchor tenants are national
restaurant or entertainment chains that are
considered experiential, to which people will make
a special trip. The restaurants and coffee shops on
the list are also national chains that may not have
the same level of brand recognition as the anchor
tenants, but still offer visitors to the town center
a higher-end dining amenity. A movie theater can
also be a strong attraction for a town center and
both case studies have one. Market analysis did
not reveal excess demand for a cinema; however,
there may be an opportunity in the competitive
environment to attract a move theater by
leveraging the larger anchor strategy of the town
center development.

Anchors
Dave and Buster’s
Hofbrauhaus
Maggiano’s
McCormick & Schmick’s
Rainforest Cafe

Restaurants
Bar Louie
Brio
Claddagh Irish Pub
Dick’s Last Resort

Coffee Shop
Peet’s
Saxby’s
Scooter’s

Case Study Comparison
Study Site

1M

ile

2M

s

iles

Newport on
the Levee

SouthSide
Works

HOUSEHOLDS

HOUSEHOLDS SIZE

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

MEDIAN AGE

MEDIAN HOUSING VALUE

1.5 Miles

Downtown

Downtown

Downtown

SouthSide Works

Newport on the Levee

Study Site

144,800

127,400

150,400

2.0

2.1

2.2

$39,900

$37,500

$39,000

35.5

33.5

37.8

$136,500

$149,400

$151,300
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Case study - Newport on the Levee, Newport, KY

PROFILE
Year Built
2001

Square Feet
490,000

Anchor Tenants
AMC Theaters
Newport Aquarium
GameWorks
Barnes & Noble
Axis Bowling Alley

Major Chain Restaurants
Bar Louis
Brio Grille
Cold Stone Creamery
Mitchell’s Fish Market
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Case study - southside works, Pittsburgh, PA

PROFILE
Year Built
2004

Square Feet
330,000 Retail & Restaurants
700,000 Office

Anchor Tenants
REI
American Eagle Outfitters
Sur La Table
Cleveland Cinemas

Major Chain Restaurants
BD’s Mongolian Grill
Hofbrauhaus
The Cheesecake Factory
McCormick & Schmick’s

SECTION 3: market strategy
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Economic & Market Strategy
DEVELOPMENT PRODUCTS AND TYPOLOGIES
A thorough analysis of housing and retail supply,
demand, consumer preferences, case study,
and location considerations was undertaken to
determine marketable development products
for the study area. Ultimately nine development
products were developed, based on these analyses,
as part of a market strategy to generate catalyst
projects that can alter the course of development
in the study area in a positive way. Not all of these
products will be successful at every location, but
each of them is likely to be well-received in some
part of the study area. Following is a summary of
each.

Waterfront Apartments
Residential development along the Ohio River has
been very successful in recent years, particularly
in Downtown Louisville. One new example is
Waterside at River Park Place, which offers onebedroom units with an average size of 750 square
feet and average rent of $1,000 per month and
two-bedroom units with an average size of 1,000
square feet and average rent of $1,400 per month.
Given the study area’s proximity to, and views
of, Downtown Louisville, apartments near the
waterfront can achieve similar rents. Demand for
this type of product will primarily come from young
and mid-career professionals who are living in,
or in search of, housing in urban neighborhoods.
The strategy, therefore, is to leverage the area’s
easy access to Downtown Louisville, as well
as an improved public realm driven by other
developments on the study site, to create a
marketable and economically successful project.
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Town Center Apartments
One typical part of a town center model is
apartments located above and next to retail shops.
Typically, resident parking is shared with retail
patrons, reducing the number of overall parking
spaces. As with waterfront apartments, these
projects would have primarily one- and twobedroom units. Units would be comparably sized
to the waterfront apartments; however, they would
likely have fewer in-building amenities (given their
proximity to the town center retail) and would lack
the skyline view. Therefore, rents would be slightly
cheaper—$800-$1,150 per month on average.
Demand for this product would come from a similar
young and mid-career professional demographic
that would be attracted to the waterfront apartment
product.

with one or two children, and market demand for
them is modest. A secondary amount of support
for townhomes may come from an empty nester
demographic looking to downsize in an active
lifestyle environment. However, this demographic
is not present in significant numbers in the market
and would therefore generate similarly modest
demand.

Waterfront apartments

Town Center Townhomes – Midscale and
Upscale
Another residential product seen at some town
centers are attached townhomes, which offer
a single-family living option close to the town
center’s amenities and urban environment.
There are two types of townhomes that could be
developed in the study area—a midscale twobedroom townhome with about 1,250 square feet
that sells for $175,000-$230,000; and an upscale
three-bedroom townhomes with about 1,700
square feet that sells for $300,000-$350,000.
Examples of these products can be found in new
developments that include New Town in St. Charles,
Missouri, Northgate Village in North Kansas City,
and other New Urbanist-style developments.
These products cater to mid-career professionals

Chattanooga, TN

Rent/Square Foot

$1.35 - $1.50

Average Unit Size
(SF)

750 - 1,050

Units/Acre

40

Target Market

Young & mid career
professionals

10-12 Year
Demand Pool

150 -200 units

TOWN CENTER APARTMENTS

TOWN CENTER TOWNHOMES (MIDSCALE)

TOWN CENTER TOWNHOMES (UPSCALE)

Norton Commons, Prospect, KY

Rent/Square Foot

$1.15 - $1.30

Average Unit Size
(SF)

625 - 1,000

Units/Acre

25 - 40

Sale Price
/Square Foot

$140

Sale Price
/Square Foot

$130

Average Unit Size
(SF)

1,250

Average Unit Size
(SF)

1,700

Units/Acre

15 - 20

Units/Acre

15 - 20

Target Market

Young & mid career
professionals

Target Market

Mid career professional
couples

Target Market

Mid career professional
families

10-12 Year
Demand Pool

200 -300 units

10-12 Year
Demand Pool

50 -100 units

10-12 Year
Demand Pool

20 - 30 units
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Waterfront Restaurant
Significant development of waterfront restaurants
has already occurred in Jeffersonville, and these
establishments have further benefitted from the
opening of the Big Four Bridge. The southern end
of the study area along the water could therefore
be a marketable site for an upper midscale or
upscale restaurant. Generally, lease rates of $20 to
$25 per square foot are achievable for these types
of establishments, a combination of which could
occupy up to 15,000 to 20,000 square feet.

Waterfront RESTAURANT

Town center retail

Town Center Retail
As with the case studies presented in the market
analysis—Southside Works and Newport on the
Levee—a successful town center in the study area
would include approximately 250,000-300,000
square feet of retail space. The tenants would be
a mix of anchor restaurants and entertainment
establishments—such as Dave and Buster’s
or GameWorks, Maggiano’s, Hofbrauhaus, and
Rainforest Café—and mid-market stores, coffee
shops and eating places. Lease rates of $20$30 per square foot would be achievable for the
anchors, while inline stores could be charged $30$40 per square foot.

Milwaukee, WI

Lease Rate/
Square Foot

$20 - $25

Southside Works, Pittsburgh, PA

Lease Rate/Square Foot
Anchor Chain

Parking Spaces

Market Position

mid-upscale restaurant

Parking Spaces

4/1,000
sq. ft. gla

20,000 - 30,000 sq. ft.

Market Position

Mid-market stores

10-12 Year
Demand Pool

Secondary Chain

10-12 Year
Demand Pool
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$40
$20

4/1,000
sq. ft. gla

250,000 - 300,000 sq. ft.

Office – Class A and B
The market analysis section concluded demand
for 1.1 million square feet of office space over the
next ten to twelve years in South Clark County.
The market currently has very few Class A office
buildings that cater to professional industries
such as law and finance. Class A office space at a
town center can be very marketable, and demand
analysis suggests that 100,000-200,000 square
feet could be developed on the study area, with
lease rates of about $22 per square foot. There
will also be increasing demand for Class B office
space, which is commonly used for medical and
sales offices. This analysis finds demand for
another 50,000 to 80,000 square feet of Class B
space, which could likely only be accommodated in
existing space at Water Tower Square, with lease
rates of $16-$18 per square foot.

Full Service Hotel
A 2008 convention center study for Jeffersonville,
along with recent developer interest in the area,
indicate the very likely possibility that a full-service
hotel could be successful on the study site. The
hotel would take advantage of the proximity to
Downtown Louisville, as well as to the waterfront
and town center amenities, and would primarily
serve business travelers. Such a hotel would be
medium-sized—about 100-150 rooms—and include
meeting/event space. Hotel chains of this type that
have been successful near town centers include
Hyatt House and Springhill Suites.

Class a office

Lease Rate/Square Foot
Parking Spaces
Target Market
10-12 Year Demand Pool

Hotel

$22
4/1,000 sq. ft. gla
Professional office
100,000 - 200,000 sq. ft.

Class b office

Lease Rate/Square Foot
Parking Spaces
Target Market
10-12 Year Demand Pool

$16 - $18
4/1,000 sq. ft. gla

Room Per Night

$120

Average
Occupancy

70%

Product Position
10-12 Year
Demand Pool

full-service
100 - 150 rooms

Medical office
50,000 - 80,000 sq. ft.
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DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM Summary
Large Scale / Long Term Development

CORPORATE OFFICE

Potential Scale

By leveraging market-based opportunities for retail
and housing, and investments in place, the site can
be made attractive to employment and cultural
anchors. This could be a large corporate office
user looking to develop a headquarters site in a
prominent location along the Ohio River, or a major
cultural destination/tourism attraction such as an
aquarium, science center, or museum. A potential
size for a large format development has been
identified (an approximately 300,000 square-foot
facility), but this is a general estimate; the actual
scale of such a development would depend on
the needs of a specific user, to be identified in the
future.

300,000 Sq. Ft.

TOURISM ATTRACTION

Potential Scale
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300,000 Sq. Ft.

The development program for each product type
is summarized on the opposite page, including
the estimated demand over a 10 to 12 year time
horizon, and the relative time frames during which
each typology is likely to be developed. Waterfront
apartments and restaurants are clear short term
development opportunities, and could potentially
begin development within the next five years on
select sites with few development constraints.
Town Center development types will require greater
logistical planning and site preparation, and are
more likely to begin development as a second
phase of implementation, and proceeding through
build-out over a number of years. Larger scale
development opportunities, such as Class A office
or a major tourism attraction could occur at any
time, but are more likely to be implemented as part
of a longer term strategy, as the study area begins
to transform with earlier phases of development.

Product type
Product Type

10-12 Year Demand Pool

Development Timeframe

Waterfront Apartments

150 - 200 Units

Short

Town Center rentals

200 - 300 Units

Short/Mid/Long

Town Center Townhomes (Midscale)

50 - 100 Units

Mid/Long

Town Center Townhomes (Upscale)

20 - 30 Units

Mid/Long

Waterfront Restaurant

20,000 - 30,000 Sq. Ft.

Short

Town Center Retail

250,000 - 300,000 Sq. Ft.

Short/Mid

Class A office

100,000 - 200,000 Sq. Ft.

Mid/Long

Class B office

50,000 - 80,000 Sq. Ft.

Short/Mid

300,000 Sq. Ft.

Mid/Long

100 - 150 Rooms

Short/Mid

Corporate office

Hotel
Tourism attraction

300,000 Sq. Ft.

-

*Timeframes: Short (1-4 Years); Mid (5-8 Years); Long (9-12 Years)
SECTION 3: Economic & Market Strategy
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Planning framework

Goals are referenced in each element of the
Planning Framework

Introduction
The economic and market strategy outlined in the
previous section establishes the basis for distinct
opportunities to re-imagine portions of South
Clarksville. While the entirety of the study area is in
clear need of revitalization to improve community
character and the quality of public infrastructure,
the issues and opportunities are very different for
the north and south portions of the area, generally
divided by the L&I railroad corridor.
To the south and east of the rail line lies the
greatest opportunity for significant transformation
through redevelopment as envisioned in the
following pages. To the north and west of the rail
line, the plan emphasizes the need for transition,
both in the literal sense of transitioning from new
development areas to existing neighborhoods, and
in the sense of more subtle and incremental efforts
to address the needs for community improvements
as opposed to the more substantial changes
anticipated in the riverfront, and near-riverfront
areas.

PROJECT GOALS
GOAL 1
Capitalize on spectacular views of the
Louisville skyline and proximity to Downtown
Louisville

GOAL 2
Enhance access to the Ohio River and Ohio
River Greenway, local parks and natural
assets

GOAL 3
Preserve and celebrate Clarksville’s historic
assets and heritage

GOAL 4
This section of the plan establishes the framework
for applying the vision and goals outlined at the
beginning of the document within these zones of
transformation and transition. The following pages
illustrate and describe the potential for each area.

Remediate and redevelop aged and
abandoned industrial brownfield sites

GOAL 5
Create a market-supported balance of jobs
and housing within the area

GOAL 6
Integrate shopping, dining and entertainment/
cultural venues supported by the market

GOAL 7
Improve the quality and function of physical
infrastructure serving the area

GOAL 8
Identify catalytic opportunities and a strategy
for phased implementation of the plan
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NOTE: The order of project goals does not indicate
their relative priority.
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Transformation area

Planning framework:

transformation
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Conceptual rendering - OVERALL BIRDSEYE
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Planning framework
Build on Clarksville’s Historic Character

80

Water Tower Square

Colgate

Water Tower Square is a successful example
of economic energy within the study area that
has preserved and built on one of Clarksville’s
unique historic assets. The site already serves a
competitive market for Class B office and medicaloriented office space, and should continue to
be marketed as such to attract the additional
demand for Class B office identified in the market
analysis. This will primarily be accommodated
within existing developed and rehabbed space.
As illustrated in this Planning Framework, there
are considerable opportunities for targeted infill
development on portions of the site, which will
require a comprehensive parking strategy to serve
existing and future development. The western edge
of Water Tower Square, currently lined with nonhistoric warehouse buildings, has the potential to
be integrated into a town center development, as
described in the following pages.

The Colgate campus is an invaluable asset to
the Town of Clarksville, despite the uncertainty
associated with site remediation and the
challenges of building rehabilitation. In 2014, the
Town established a local historic district to ensure
protection of the Indiana Penitentiary/Colgate
architecture. The mixture of Federalist-style and
Art Deco architecture, dating from the 1840’s to
the 1930’s, provides the unique character of place
that sets this area apart. Indeed, without these
buildings, and the extraordinary clock that sits atop
Building 1, the potential for redevelopment of this
area is far less compelling.

SOUTH CLARKSVILLE REDEVELOPMENT PLAN

Sensitive Redevelopment
Still, the presence of historic buildings should not
preclude the ability to make strategic decisions
about redevelopment. Selective demolition of
certain structures will likely be necessary to
accommodate new infrastructure and development
that will achieve the larger vision. In particular, this
plan anticipates the targeted removal of buildings
on both the Water Tower Square and Colgate
sites, as illustrated in the following pages. The
intent is to build on and complement the historic
character of these sites, preserving the majority
of buildings, and specifically those that are most
noteworthy, while ensuring the economic success
of the larger area through efficient and orderly infill
development. The end result will be a unique place
that blends new and old, and which is distinctly
Clarksville.

Historic assets
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Mixed-use town center
Create a Main Street Experience

WOERNER AVENUE HAS
THE POTENTIAL TO BECOME
CLARKSVILLE’S SIGNATURE STREET. . .
Woerner Avenue offers an opportunity to create
a walkable, main street environment, and to
serve as the central spine of a mixed use town
center development, as described in the market
strategy section of this plan. With the planned
extension of Court Avenue through Water Tower
Square to Woerner, this new street intersection
has the potential to become a central node of
activity with the new development. A variety of
uses and building types could be developed along
both sides of Woerner Avenue, and potential new

development blocks created to the west of Woerner
Avenue. These would include a mixture of retail,
dining, entertainment, residential and office uses,
integrated in either vertically mixed use buildings
or single-use buildings developed together in a
series of walkable, urban development blocks. A
central open space would serve as an anchor and
amenity, providing a public gathering place for
visitors and new residents of the town center.

DEVELOPMENT DETAILS
Uses: Retail, Restaurant, Entertainment Venues,
Multi-Family/Attached Residential, Office,
Hospitality, Conference/Events facilities
Building Types/Height: 1 to 5 stories
>> Mixed Use Buildings (Ground Floor Retail,
Restaurant and Entertainment), (Upper Story
apartments and/or office) Generally 3 to 4 stories

Public Spaces: Central Urban Square, Pocket
Parks and Corner Plazas
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Streets: Walkable street network, highly
amenitized

CASE STUDY

SOUTHSIDE WORKS
Pittsburgh, PA

This redeveloped brownfield site along the
Monongahela River just outside of Downtown
Pittsburgh has an eclectic offering of retail,
dining, entertainment venues and living spaces.
There are over 400 residential units and the
development has provided more then 5,000
employment opportunities to the area with
330,000 square feet of leasable space for dining
and retail and 700,000 square feet of class
A office space. Residential sales in adjacent
neighborhoods have skyrocketed proving that
people want to be close to mixed-use areas for
entertainment.

Parking: Combination of surface, structured, and
on-street parking
Commercial/Non-Residential: 4 spaces per 1,000
square feet
Residential: 1.5 spaces per unit
>> District-wide parking solutions encouraged,
including off-site and shared parking
arrangements

Size
123 Acres

Cost
$450,000,000 Total
$128,000,000 Public Investment

EXISTING CONDITIONS

Mixed-Use Retail/
Residential
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The town center will be anchored by the historic
Colgate architecture and Clock at its north end,
and by a central gathering space along Woerner
Avenue. This open space is envisioned as a
unifying element that will integrate Water Tower
Square with the larger district. The urban park is
envisioned to replace industrial warehousing on the
east side of Woerner, and would be framed by the
historic architecture of the Ohio Falls Car complex,
rehabbed into restaurant space. Restaurants lining
the perimeter of this public plaza, both in historic
structures and new buildings, will feature outdoor
dining, activating the public realm. The park will
be further activated with a variety of amenities,
including seating areas, attractive plantings, and
potentially a water feature, such as a splash pad.
These public realm amenities will complement the
vibrant, pedestrian-oriented streetscape of Woerner
Avenue and the larger street grid of the district.

CASE STUDY

NEWPORT ON THE LEVEE
Newport, KY

The Newport on the Levee complex is the region’s
premier entertainment destination. It was more
than $200M of investment that was put into
Northern Kentucky’s riverfront in the 1990’s. The
complex is home to the popular AMC Theatre, the
Newport Aquarium and a wide range of dining
and retail establishments.

DEVELOPMENT capacity
Town Center Retail
± 245,800 SF

Water Tower Square To Remain
± 247,000 SF

Town Center Apartments
± 542 Units

Parking
± 3,091 Spaces
(Combination of surface, structured, and on-street parking)

Waterfront Apartments
± 246 Units

Phase one
Half-million square feet of leasable space
Parking garage for 2,000 cars
$40 million Newport Aquarium
4,400 seat AMC Theater

Phase Two
197-room hotel
200,000 sq ft office building
850-space parking garage
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Conceptual rendering - woerner avenue
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Planning framework
Woerner Avenue (From Riverside Drive to Clark Boulevard)
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Conceptual rendering - woerner ave. looking south FROM COLGATE BUILDING
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Planning framework
Embrace the waterfront
As described in the market strategy, the riverfront
is a critical resource which can be leveraged to
catalyze development, both along Riverside Drive,
as well as north of the floodwall. Throughout the
planning process, community members expressed
a desire to improve access to the river and also a
concern with the potential for “walling off” the river
with development immediately along the bank.
This plan emphasizes development to the north of
Riverside Drive, preserving the riverfront itself as a
community amenity.
Ashland Park is a wonderful community asset, both
for the Town of Clarksville, and for the larger region
as part of the Ohio River Greenway system. The
park is a popular destination for tourists and area
residents, and is widely recognized as offering the
best views of downtown Louisville. Opportunities to
enhance the existing amenities and environmental
quality within the park will ensure a high-quality
user experience and build a place-making image
that will support and catalyze development within
the broader study area.
To further these goals, this plan envisions the
creation of a spectacular waterfront park along
the entirety of the South Clarksville riverfront,
building on and extending from Ashland Park to
the Clark Memorial Bridge. The significant grade
change between Riverside Drive and the water’s
edge affords the opportunity of creating distinctly
different characters of public open space, from
a naturalized streambank and rehabilitated
environmental habitat at the water’s edge, to more
urban and amenitized plaza spaces that seamlessly
integrate with a signature waterfront dining venue
that takes advantage of incredible views.
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Riverside Drive itself is envisioned as an amenityrich riverfront promenade – a signature street
lined with public seating and planting areas, wide
sidewalks, and an extension of the Greenway Trail.
The street will seamlessly blend with the park, as
part of a larger promenade system with generous
spaces for public gathering. In this concept, the
remnant piers within the Ohio River that once
served the Marathon oil facility are repurposed
into publicly accessible viewing decks. A plaza and
fountain at the intersection of Woerner Avenue
and Riverside Drive provide a focal point opposite
the Colgate Clock, with terraced steps and seating
areas providing physical access to the river bank
below.

CASE STUDY
MILESTONE 229
Columbus, OH

Overlooking The Scioto Mile, and the Scioto River
Greenways, Milestone 229 is arguably the best
outdoor dining experience in Columbus. Nestled
atop the northern edge of Bicentennial Park,
the visually dramatic patio reveals a stunning
downtown riverfront vista framed by a 15,000
square foot signature fountain. Open year-round,
the 190-seat restaurant continues to perform at
opening-year revenues and serves as an anchor
for Downtown Columbus’s River South District.

DEVELOPMENT DETAILS
Uses: Retail, Restaurant, Entertainment Venues,
Multi-Family/Attached Residential, Office,
Hospitality, Conference/Events facilities
Building Types/Height:
Riverfront Park

Dining
2,235 SF Indoor - Seats 90
2,000 SF Terrace - Seats 100

Revenue
$100,000 per week
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The plan recommends development of a signature
waterfront restaurant within the Riverside Drive
promenade – this would be the only building (other
than the small park facilities currently located
in Ashland Park) to be located south of Riverside
Drive. This “restaurant in the park” concept would
provide an active destination within the waterfront
park, with frontage along Riverside Drive. Creation
of an elevated boardwalk structure extending from
the street would provide useable public space and
visual access to the river, allowing the restaurant to
be located in a manner that complements and fits
within the larger park, without creating a barrier to
the riverfront.

Riverside Drive

(Adjacent to Waterfront Park)
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Additional waterfront (or more precisely, “nearwaterfront”) development will occur north of
Riverside Drive, and primarily includes restaurants
and a hotel/conference facility that can take
advantage of the spectacular views of the river and
the Louisville skyline. These should be strategically
sited to preserve views to the Colgate clock as
well as views to the river that will be created from
new development beyond the floodwall within the
town center. While a hotel could be successful
in numerous locations within the study area, a
waterfront or near-waterfront location would be
of incredible place-making value to the riverfront
itself.

Conceptual rendering - Ohio river waterfront & RIVERSIDE DRIVE

DEVELOPMENT capacity
Waterfront Retail/Restaurant
± 38,000 SF
Full-Service Hotel
± 153 Rooms
Waterfront Park
± 17.3 Acres
± 13,000 SF Signature Restaurant
Parking
± 310 Spaces
(Combination of surface, structured, and onstreet parking)
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Create Views of the Skyline and River
Preserve critical viewsheds to the Colgate
clock
The Clark’s Landing Mixed Use District and Clark’s
Landing North Master Plan both address the
impact of building height on viewsheds, with a
primary focus on views to and from the Colgate
site. The current zoning regulations include a
height regulating plan that generally transitions
heights from shorter to taller from the riverfront
to the Colgate property, with up to eight stories
permitted on the Colgate site. This reflects early
planning concepts that depicted the potential for an
eight-story hotel in the center of the Colgate site,
immediately behind Building 1 and The Colgate
Clock. The Clark’s Landing North Master Plan
included a viewshed study that also demonstrated
that building heights of 70 to 80 feet on the interior
of the Colgate site would be necessary to achieve
functional views of the river and skyline (For
reference, Building 1 is approximately 60 feet tall,
and the Colgate Clock is an additional ±50 feet in
height). That plan ultimately recommended low
to mid-rise development for this site, with new
development remaining lower in height than the
existing historic buildings. This was partially due to
concerns with community character, development
density and the associated impacts on parking
demand, and a desire to create a more walkable
development pattern on the site.
However, another consideration should help
to drive decisions about building height on the
Colgate site. Building 1 and the Colgate Clock are
Clarksville’s most recognizable structures, and
inherently part of the community’s identity. In
particular, the sheer size of the clock (recognized
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Maximize High Value Waterfront Views

as the world’s second largest open face clock)
creates a commanding presence as the terminating
vista at the intersection of Woerner Avenue and
Clark Boulevard. A taller building located directly
behind the clock would have the potential to dilute
the clock’s visual presence as viewed from the
riverfront, particularly along the primary Woerner
Avenue viewshed. Great streets and public spaces
are often framed by prominent architecture and
landmarks. The Colgate Building and Clock provide
the seed for creating an unforgettable destination
main street along Woerner Avenue, and the view to
it should be preserved and undiluted by structures
behind the clock.
Likewise, building heights and locations between
Clark Boulevard and the river should be considered
carefully for their potential impact on views to
the clock. While it should not be presumed that
the clock will remain visible from every potential
vantage point on the ground, is important to
recognize that the view of the Clock from Louisville
is a critical asset - it is already a key part of the
area’s identity and will play a large role in branding
a new development. For this reason, buildings in
the town center area should not exceed the height
of Building 1, thus maintaining the architectural
prominence of the Clock.

Aside from the value created by the historic
architecture of Water Tower Square and the Colgate
site, the primary appeal of the study area for
new mixed use development is due to its prime
location along the Ohio River, directly across the
river from downtown Louisville. In particular,
new residential development, and perhaps a
hotel, will be attracted to sites in close proximity
to the river in order to maximize direct views of
the Louisville skyline. This plan envisions multistory residential development (up to 5 stories in
height) located directly behind the floodwall. With
strategic infrastructure improvements, a five-story
hotel could be located immediately in front of the
floodwall, if strategically relocated to create a new
development site along Riverside Drive. Aside from
the hotel, other development along Riverside Drive
should remain lower in scale, generally at or below
the height of the floodwall.
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Elsewhere behind the floodwall, buildings may
range between one and five stories, allowing for
multi-story development that does not exceed the
height of Colgate Building 1, and preserving the
Colgate Clock as the tallest structure in the area.
Due to the north-south orientation of Woerner
Avenue, most multi-story apartment units will not
have direct views toward the river. For this reason,
exterior balconies should be encouraged to create
private outdoor spaces with river-oriented views.
Projecting balconies will best achieve this objective,
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Clark’s Landing Mixed Use District Height Zones*
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* Height Zones illustrated on perspective
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be adjusted as recommended in this plan.
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With the exception of two historic homes and the
Widow’s Walk building west of Woerner Avenue,
the potential for redevelopment of residential
sites in front of the floodwall should ensure that
new development contributes to a vibrant and
active place along Riverside Drive. Restaurants
will achieve this objective, and though finished
floors will need to be elevated above the base
flood elevation, building heights can remain at or
below the floodwall height, eliminating viewshed
conflicts for development behind. Conversely, larger
scale, multi-story apartment buildings are best
suited behind the floodwall, where the floodwall
itself can be used to screen parking areas from
Riverside Drive. Strategic orientation of buildings
will eliminate potential view conflicts – for instance,
by locating ground-level residential amenity space
behind the hotel (see page 89). For apartment
buildings to the west of Woerner Avenue, sites and
buildings should be designed to prevent direct
views into the windows of existing homes on the
opposite side of the floodwall, for instance, by
locating surface parking lots between the buildings
and the wall, and by integrating balconies into the
building façade, rather than projecting outward.

1-8 Stories

but care should be taken to ensure a high-quality
architectural presence along this important street
through attention to materials and design. This will
also be appropriate for other north-south oriented
buildings, such as those that may be located along
Smyser Avenue and new north-south oriented
streets paralleling Woerner Avenue. This northsouth orientation also will allow for skyline views
to be distributed throughout the development area,
with multi-story buildings immediately behind the

NORTH

floodwall oriented parallel to the wall and river, and
other multi-story-buildings oriented perpendicular
to the river along north-south street corridors,
opening views to the river and skyline from Clark
Boulevard to the riverfront.

Conceptual rendering - Ohio river waterfront looking south
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Planning framework
Rethink the flood wall
This plan calls for a bold rethinking of the
Clarksville riverfront. This involves more than
creating a great waterfront park, it also means
improving the character of development near and
adjacent to the river, and improving the connection
between land located “inside” (to the north) and
“outside” (to the south) of the floodwall. The
floodwall is a critical piece of public infrastructure
that has protected the community for over 70
years, yet it is also a physical barrier that has made
it difficult for the community to fully embrace the
riverfront. It has left a lasting mark on Clarksville’s
riverfront, first through the removal of pre-existing
development, such as the octagon house that once
stood near the point at which the floodwall meets
the levee, and subsequently by creating a dividing
line between development along the riverfront and
development behind the wall.

Octogonal House, Clarksville, IN
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Reconnect – Create new and improved street
connections through the wall

Relocate – Create a new development site

One of the critical design elements of a successful
mixed-use urban district is the street grid.
Currently, the south portion of the study area is
characterized by massive “superblocks” that are
inconsistent with urban development patterns. An
interconnected street system will facilitate both
vehicular and pedestrian circulation, while also
creating development frontage for new buildings.
The extension of Court Avenue through Water
Tower Square (under construction at the time of
this writing) is the first step toward breaking down
these superblocks and improving connectivity.
However, the floodwall remains a distinct barrier
within the street system, with Woerner Avenue and
Market Street providing the only direct connections
to the Clarksville riverfront.

The floodwall has left narrow and oddly-shaped
parcels along Riverside Drive, creating a challenge
for redevelopment. The most notable example of
this is the triangular piece of land situated between
Riverside Drive and Market Street. Bisected by the
floodwall, this land is currently used for informal
gravel parking lots, and includes a single-family
home and small bar and grill (these are located in
the City of Jeffersonville jurisdiction, which also
divides this piece of land). Given the narrow site
depths on either side of the floodwall, development
opportunities are limited for this land, as evidenced
by the surface parking lots located in Jeffersonville
on the east side of the US 31 overpass.

This plan envisions the creation of new street
connections through the floodwall to the east and
west of Woerner Avenue, including the extension
of Missouri Avenue, Smyser Avenue, and a new
north-south street to the west of Smyser, which
would connect to Riverside Drive west of the
Widow’s Walk building at the transition point of the
floodwall and levee. These connections will improve
the linkage between town center and riverfront
development, helping to foster the creation of a
unified place, rather than separate developments
inside and outside of the floodwall. The plan also
calls for the widening of the Woerner Avenue
floodgate to accommodate pedestrian and bicycle
improvements, thereby enhancing the prominence
of this street as the primary spine connecting
the riverfront to Clark Boulevard and the Colgate
building.

Existing conditions
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This plan envisions the creation of a new
development site at the location highlighted on
previous page, made possible by the removal
of Market Street between Missouri Avenue and
Riverside Drive, and the relocation of the floodwall
to the north edge of the existing Market Street
right-of-way. The new section of floodwall would
extend eastward toward Missouri Avenue from the
point at which the wall currently crosses Market
Street. To maintain connectivity, Missouri Avenue
would be extended south to Riverside Drive through
a new floodgate near the Clark Memorial Bridge.
This move, though no small undertaking, would
create a prime riverfront development site where
none currently exists today. This would be an ideal
location for a hotel and restaurant with a Riverside
Drive address and prime views of the river and
skyline. Sufficient site depth would allow for the
development of structured parking (assumed at
2-levels), serving the hotel and also providing
publicly available spaces for restaurants along
Riverside Drive, and for visitors of the waterfront
park.
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Phasing and Design Considerations
The potential for relocating the floodwall warrants
a consideration for how development on the south
end of the Water Tower Square site (approximately
4 acres of currently vacant land) should be
designed. This site is ripe for development, and
has the potential to develop prior to floodwall
relocation. This plan envisions multi-story
apartment buildings situated on the vacant site,
designed to take advantage of views above the
floodwall. Some or all of these buildings could
be designed as “podium” buildings, with ground
level parking and up to four floors of apartments
above. Alternatively, buildings could be designed
with ground-level units and walk-out amenity
spaces. Regardless, it is critical that construction
on this site be designed in a manner that creates
a positive/aesthetic presence along Market Street
in the near term, while also accommodating the
potential for a future floodwall relocation. One
means of achieving this is through the creation of
an attractive urban landscape edge along Market
Street that would set a tone for aesthetic quality
while not precluding the potential for floodwall
relocation. The images to the right illustrate
examples of this design approach.

Celebrate –
Enhance the wall with public art
While nearby portions of the floodwall in
Jeffersonville are decorated with historic murals,
Clarksville’s stretch remains unadorned. The
wall provides an opportunity to serve as a canvas
for public art and an aesthetic backdrop for an
enhanced waterfront, turning a utilitarian piece of
infrastructure into a place-making asset.

CASE STUDY

MULBERRY STREET
Jeffersonville, IN

Sponsored by the Public Art Commission the
mosaic water molecules titled “Trickle” was
installed in 2015 under the Big Four walking
bridge, which is a six-span former railroad bridge
that connects Louisville to Jeffersonville. The
mosaic art pieces were create by the community
through one of Jeffersonville Art Alliance’s “JAM
Sessions” that creates new art opportunities
in Jeffersonville. These are free events to
create a piece of public art that will eventually
be on display for one season to many years.
The installation was undertaken following the
reconnection of Mulberry Street through the
floodwall in conjuction of the Big Four Bridge
project.

Art created
Over 4 Dozen Circle
Mosaic Pieces Created
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Create a regional tourism destination
The Marathon Site –
A destination behind the Levee
The bulk of the Marathon oil terminal site,
particularly the roughly 15 acres on which the
seven bulk oil tanks are located, will require
some degree of brownfield remediation if new
development is to occur there. With the degree
and potential cost of remediation currently an
unknown factor, this site is reserved within the
planning framework as an opportunity for a larger
scale and potentially longer term development
as described in the market strategy, such as a
major tourist-oriented cultural destination. Despite
the description here as a longer term play, such
opportunities should be seized as they arise. Nearer
term, market-driven town center development
to the east of this site should be planned for and
designed in a way that will connect to and integrate
with future uses on the Marathon site when they
do occur, but which also are not dependent on the
immediate remediation and redevelopment of the
site.
With its more isolated location, hemmed in between
the levee and railroad embankment, the Marathon
site is ideal for larger scale, destination-oriented
development. A cultural facility, such as a largescale aquarium, science center or museum should
be designed with distinctive architectural elements
rising above the levee, providing visibility from the
riverfront and from downtown Louisville. Creative
designs might include elements that cantilever over
the levee with platforms for outdoor gathering and
river views.

What about a Casino?
In recent years, some community discussion has
focused on the possibility of bringing a Casino to
South Clarksville, either as a docked riverboat,
or perhaps as a land-based facility, with the
Marathon site being a possible location. This plan
recommends pursuit of a cultural facility such as
an aquarium, science center, museum, or the like
as an ideal complement to a vibrant mixed use
town center and riverfront park district. However,
should private investment and state-level interest
in a casino gain momentum in the future, location
on the Marathon site, behind the levee, would be far
more preferable an outcome than a facility directly
on the waterfront. If this were to occur, great care
should be taken to ensure architectural and site
design elements that integrate with the larger
vision for the area.

SOUTH CLARKSVILLE REDEVELOPMENT PLAN

TENNESSEE AQUARIUM
Chattanooga, TN

In 1992 The Tennessee Aquarium was the world’s
largest freshwater aquarium. Even in recent
years it remains one the top aquariums in the US.
It employs 150 employees and has more then
12,000 species of living animals. The aquarium
also has an IMAX theater the 7.2 million people
visit each year. The Tennessee Aquarium is
credited with igniting the “Renaissance on
the River,” and the revitalization of downtown
Chattanooga.

Attendance
657,443 in 2011

DEVELOPMENT capacity
Regional Tourism Destination
200,000 - 300,000 SF
Parking
±345 Spaces
(Combination of surface and on-street parking)
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Capital funding
$45 million to Build
$30 million for Expansions

Revenue
$19 million (2010)
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Planning framework
Create Opportunities for Future Development and Reuse
Future office site (Clark Blvd.)
Portions of the Marathon Site, along with an active
light industrial site along Clark Boulevard near
the L&I Railroad overpass, also provide a long
term opportunity for the creation of a corporate
office campus. As the market study for this plan
has demonstrated, there is limited demand for
new Class A office space in the foreseeable future.
However, with the successful place-making effort
of a transformed waterfront and mixed use district,
the area will over time become more desirable for
targeted marketing to corporate tenants desiring a
location in an amenity-rich, walkable location, with
proximity to housing and services and great views
of downtown Louisville.

DEVELOPMENT capacity
Office
± 180,000 SF
Parking
±730 Spaces
(Combination of surface, structured, and on-street parking)
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Planning framework
Set the Stage for Long-term Infill & Redevelopment (Colgate)
As noted previously in this plan, successful reuse
of the Colgate site will likely involve selective
demolition of certain structures, particularly those
with little architectural or historic significance, and
those whose condition is beyond rehabilitation.
While key buildings should be preserved for
posterity and converted to productive use, this
plan anticipates the removal of Building 39
(approximately 220,000 square feet in size),
allowing for a new street connection into the site
from Clark Boulevard, which would be framed
by Buildings 4, 8 and 40. This street would be an
extension of the new street paralleling Woerner and
Smyser Avenue, providing a continuous connection
from Riverside Drive into the Colgate Site. Another
street connection from Clark Boulevard should
be provided to the east of Building 1, generally as
illustrated in the Clark’s Landing North Master
Plan. This street would parallel the remnant
prison yard wall and create an opportunity for a
park space framed by the wall. These new streets
would connect into a new street and block system
within the interior of the Colgate site, creating a
series of blocks for new development, and street
connections through the site to Montgomery
Avenue.
A wide variety of uses and site configurations
could be accommodated on the Colgate campus.
The Clarks’ Landing North Master Plan envisioned
the creation of a mixed use neighborhood on the
interior of the site, which could occur over time.
However, as the market study has demonstrated,
today’s market demand is not sufficient to spur
comprehensive redevelopment of both the Colgate
Site, and the lands located between Colgate and
the river, at least not with the same type of retail
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CASE STUDY
and residential development. And as the market
strategy has demonstrated, a clear and concerted
effort to transform the riverfront, Woerner Avenue,
and the highly visible Marathon oil terminal is a
necessary first step to unlock the larger potential of
the study area – ultimately creating a value of place
that will engender real interest in rehabilitating
and repositioning the Colgate site itself. However,
if an opportunity arises to pursue a transformative
project on the Colgate site, the Town should
consider it on its merits. In the meantime, there are
a number of more incremental opportunities that
could be pursued to make better use of the largely
dormant Colgate facilities.

PEARL BREWERY
San Antonio, TX

Pearl, located north of downtown San Antonio,
provides a unique experience as a top culinary
and cultural destination. A local developer
purchased the property in 2002 in hope to
revitalize the area into a thriving mixed-use
neighborhood. As a former brewery operating
from 1883 to 2001, Pearl is a revitalized
brownfield site that reflects a vivid past while
embracing the future with sustainable practices
mixed with historic architecture. The mixeduse space features retail, dining, green spaces,
a riverside amphitheater, and educational
institutions such as the Aveda Institute and the
third campus of the Culinary Institute of America.

Size
22 Acres

DEVELOPMENT capacity
Future Development Site
± 20 Acres

Program
324 apartments
15 restaurants and cafes
13 retailers
18 resident businesses

Future Street
System
Future
Development Site

Future
Development Site
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CASE STUDY

COLUMBUS IDEA
FOUNDRY
The large amount of warehouse space, some of
it with great historic character, and some more
modern and utilitarian, offers an ideal environment
to foster grass roots industrial enterprise, such as
DIY/”makers spaces” – oriented toward small-scale
entrepreneurship, materials fabrication, mechanical
prototyping, artists’ studios and artisan workshops.
Likewise, the large amounts of warehouse space
could be repurposed into urban food production
and/or a destination-oriented market space. Such

strategies for reuse could begin to re-position
the Colgate site even without substantial nearterm investment in new development, providing
an eclectic and complementary form of activity
in close proximity to the adjacent town center
development.

Columbus, OH

The 65,000 square foot
makerspace is located
in the heart of Columbus in a 100-year-old
shoe factory. The makerspace is equipped with
a variety of tools such as a laser cutter, threedimensional printer, complete wood and metal
shops and three kilns. There are also several
studio spaces that are available to rent. This is a
facility to ignite and engage the entrepreneurial
spirit to have an outlet to get something started.

Membership
$35 Monthly & Hourly Fee
Currently 200 Members

Clark Boulevard

(From Woerner Avenue To L&I
Overpass)

Funding grants
More then $430,000

CASE STUDY

KROG STREET MARKET
Atlanta, GA

Krog Street Market is
housed in an old potbelly stove and iron-pan
factory that originally opened in 1889. The new
mixed-use development opened in the summer of
2014 along the BeltLine trail, a 33-mile network
of multi-use trails connecting all areas of the
metro Atlanta area. This is Atlanta’s first food
hall that is home to restaurateurs with multiple
James Beard award winners as well as a unique
selection of retail shops in the 20 Market Stalls.

Size
9 Acres
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Current Program
10 restaurants/cafes
11 retailers

Conceptual rendering - Clark boulevard looking west
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Create a Connected Open Space & trail System
As noted previously, the Clarksville riverfront,
though partially improved with Ashland Park,
contains a gap in the Ohio River Greenway system.
The riverfront park and promenade envisioned in
this plan will fill this gap with a destination place
that serves not only the residents of Clarksville,
but the broader region as well. A critical element
of the plan for Riverside Drive and the park is
the development of a high-quality bicycle facility
that will link the area to the Big Four Bridge
in Jeffersonville as well as to the Ohio Falls
Interpretive Center and beyond. The plan also
recommends the extension of this facility as a
protected “cycle track” along Woerner Avenue and
Clark Boulevard as illustrated on pages 85, 87 and
107. The cycle track will provide a dedicated bicycle
route separate from the vehicular traffic and
pedestrian sidewalks as part of a comprehensive
multi-modal street system within the town center
development. Extending northward, this bicycle
trail would connect with the Heritage Trail with
streetscape improvements along Clark Boulevard,
as well as a separate trail and greenway linkage
along the west edge of the Colgate site, creating
a continuous recreational loop throughout South
Clarksville.

CASE STUDY

CULTURAL TRAIL
Indianapolis, IN

The 8-mile pedestrian and bicycle path connects
6 cultural districts, including the downtown core,
with every significant entertainment and cultural
amenity in the city. Completed in 2012 and
financed without any city funds, the trail is the
most heavily used in the city’s system. Properties
located 500 feet from the trail have experienced a
148% increase in assessed property value since
2008. As well, businesses along the trail have
reported significant increases in customers and
revenue since the trail’s completion.

Grants awarded
$35.5 Million

Private investment
$27.5 Million

Miles completed
8 Miles
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Transition area

Planning framework:

transition
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Planning framework
Revitalize Clarksville’s older neighborhoods and aging infrastructure
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Ultimately, the streetscape improvements and
dedicated bicycle facility envisioned for South Clark
Boulevard in front of the Colgate site should also be
extended northward for the entirety of South Clark
Boulevard. The design of the street would vary
depending on adjacent land uses, but in general
the pavement section would be formalized with
curb and gutter edges and dedicated on-street
parallel parking. Access to residential garages and
commercial parking, such as the Kratz Sporting
Goods complex would need to be reconfigured. The
on-street parking would help to replace some of
the on-site parking currently serving the sporting
goods store. One option would be to create a
formalized parking area on vacant land at the
corner of Clark Boulevard and Montgomery Avenue.
However, this would require property consolidation
with a single residential rental property located
between Clark Boulevard and the Ohio Falls office

Stansifer
Avenue

B
rk
Cla

To the northwest of the L&I Railroad lies one of
Clarksville’s oldest residential neighborhoods,
with homes dating to the early and mid-Twentieth
Century and dating in style from modestly-sized
ranches and bungalows to Midwest Vernacular and
Italianate-influenced architecture. In the Sherwood
Neighborhood, located south of Montgomery
Avenue, these homes are interspersed with older
commercial buildings, many of which are located
along South Clark Boulevard, as well as the Ohio
Falls Office Complex on Montgomery Avenue,
formerly the Clarksville Town Hall. Development
along South Clark Boulevard has occurred in a
piecemeal fashion over the decades, resulting in a
disorderly appearance, with informal parking areas,
residential garages facing the street and a limited
sidewalk system.

building. While surface parking at prominent
intersections is generally not a preferred use, a
well-landscaped edge could help to improve the
visual character of this intersection, while creating
a more functional parking arrangement for the
commercial facility.
The double-frontage residential lots between
Beckett Street, Clark Boulevard and State Street
also present a challenge. Most of these homes
are currently operated as rental properties, and
the detached rear garages are in need of exterior
maintenance. As such, the Town should work
with property owners to identify opportunities to
consolidate and formalize driveway access, or
alternatively, to eliminate garage access from Clark

Boulevard and allow these rental properties to rely
on on-street parking on State Street in front of the
homes. Efforts such as these will require further
investigation as part of a comprehensive capital
improvements program for South Clark Boulevard,
and should include extensive discussion and
cooperation with affected property owners.

The residential neighborhood extending from the
railroad to Montgomery Avenue has a quaint, small
town character representative of Clarksville’s
historic past. The approximately 35 single family
homes, a mixture of owner-occupied and rental
properties, should be preserved and enhanced;
although selective removal of isolated structures
may be appropriate to accommodate the roadway
and parking improvements described above. Many
of these homes are well-maintained, although
some may require reinvestment to bring them up to
Code. Likewise, the approximately 30 single family
homes are located in the northernmost portion
of the study area, along Stansifer Avenue have a
similar character, and face similar issues.

Targeted improvements to streets though
sidewalk maintenance and street tree planting
should be undertaken to improve conditions in
these neighborhoods. At the same time, property
owners should be encouraged to make exterior
property improvements such as painting, roof
repair, landscaping, driveway upgrades and fence
maintenance (including conversion of chain link
fences to a more aesthetic material). The Town
should consider development of a residential grant
matching program to assist homeowners and
rental property owners in undertaking these types
of improvements, which can collectively improve
the condition of the entire neighborhood.

Clark Boulevard
(L&I Overpass to
Stansifer Avenue)

CASE STUDY

FACADE IMPROVEMENTS PROGRAM
Fort Wayne, IN

Since 2008 72 businesses have been revitalized
along heavily traveled corridors in efforts to
help revitalize downtown Fort Wayne. Potential
building candidates for this grant must be in
the Economic Development Target Area, be a
commercial use and owner must match the city
dollar for dollar. The biggest impacts have been
when businesses that are clustered together are
revitalized.

Grants awarded
$1.3 million

Private investment
$2,966,030

Projects completed
72
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To the north of Montgomery Avenue, Colgate
Park serves as a community focal point for
recreation, including the Clarksville Family Aquatic
Center, tennis courts and playground facilities.
The Heritage Trail begins at the intersection of
Montgomery Avenue and Marriott Drive, extending
along the north edge of the park and connecting to
a narrow sidewalk along Clark Boulevard. However,
most of the park’s edges along Montgomery and
Clark Boulevard lack sidewalks. These street edges
should be improved, both to enhance vehicular,
pedestrian, and bicycle safety and mobility,
and to enhance the character or the park and
surrounding neighborhoods. Again, the conceptual
street section for South Clark Boulevard extends
the bicycle facility along the east side of the
street, as a formal edge to Colgate Park. The trail
would extend northward along Clark Boulevard,
replacing the current sidewalk, which does not
have adequate width for bicycle travel. This would
require regrading at the edge of Colgate Park, and
potentially some reconfiguration of the park’s
vehicular parking lot.
The Town has developed a conceptual plan for
upgrading the 20-year old aquatic facility to
improve operations and add amenities. This will
include new splash pad facilities, a lap/competition
pool, water slides, shelters, concession stand
and leisure areas. This is a significant capital
improvement that will benefit the entire community,
and demonstrates Clarksville’s commitment to
aquatic recreation.
Just across Newman Avenue is the privatelyowned and operated Atlantis Water Park, a regional
tourism destination that draws visitors from
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Stansifer Ave. - Section A
(Sunset Avenue to Oak Street)

Stansifer Ave. - Section B
(Clark Boulevard to Oak Street)

Conceptual rendering - stansifer avenue looking west
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In addition, Derby Dinner Playhouse has been
actively acquiring adjacent residential properties
for potential future improvements. The success of
Derby Dinner - an important regional entertainment
destination - and close proximity of the Little
Theater, offers an opportunity to establish a formal
identity to this area as an arts and culture district.
Infrastructure improvements should include
distinct gateways, wayfinding, and branding
elements that help to set this area apart and better
connect it to the town center and riverfront area.

West 14th Street

ou

The water park is part of a collection of businesses
and institutions in the Marriott Drive/Montgomery
Avenue area that together create a hub of
recreation, hospitality and cultural/entertainment
uses, including the Clarion Hotel, Derby City
RV, KOA campground, Derby Dinner Playhouse
and the Clarksville Little Theater. All of these
businesses and institutions would benefit from
targeted infrastructure improvements, particularly
the addition of pedestrian and bicycle facilities
along Marriott and Montgomery, and aesthetic
upgrades to these streets. The large amounts of
surface parking adjacent to Marriott Drive also
detract from the visual appeal of the neighborhood.
Property owners should be encouraged to improve
these parking lots with landscape islands and
edge plantings, which would also help to define
circulation patterns and decrease the amount of
impervious surface that contributes to stormwater
runoff issues.

Stansifer
Avenue

B
rk
Cla

across Southern Indiana on an annual basis. The
presence of both the public and private facilities
in close proximity to each other offers a long-term
opportunity to expand the concept of destinationoriented aquatic facilities as part of a more
comprehensive recreation system.

CASE STUDY

THE WATERPARK AT
MONON COMMUNITY
CENTER - Carmel, IN

Montgomery Avenue

Located within the city’s Central Park, the 3.5acre, Monon outdoor aquatic center provides
multi-generational outdoor aquatic programming
with an aquatic complex, bathhouse and a
concession area. The city prides itself with using
an 80 percent cost recovery system which makes
their park system 80 percent self funded. That
is high for park systems but the Monon Center
generates a consistent amount of revenue for the
entire park system.

(Clark Boulevard to
Marriott Drive)

Funding

Capacity

80% Self-Funded
20% Government Funded

2,000 Bather Load

CASE STUDY
Marriott Drive

(Stansifer Avenue to
Montgomery Avenue)

HAYNIE’S CORNER
ARTS DISTRICT
Evansville, IN

Located adjacent to
Downtown Evansville, the Haynie’s Corner Arts
District is home to artists that have residential
showrooms that is not allowed any where else in
the city. The fountain, which is a cornerstone of
the community, was built in 1979 is at the center
where multiple street arterials meet. The artist
relocation program started in 2006 and helped
pave the way to revitalize this area into a thriving
mixed-use community with shops, community
center, public library and a museum.

Attraction

Area

Art Festival Draws 6,000
Tourists

330 Acres/
50 Block Area
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Development Feasibility
INTRODUCTION
The following section will focus on the economic
feasibility of the different products that make up
the proposed development on the southern end of
the study area, to understand the degree to which
they are viable, both on their own and as part of the
greater development plan for the site.
Refer to Appendices 3 and 4 for more detailed
information related to infrastructure costs and
overall development cost and value assumptions.

A critical component to a development plan
is proper vetting through a number of prisms,
including site capacity, economic viability, and
political support. The vetting of potential projects
through these different lenses is often referred to
as feasibility testing, as in:
>> Site Feasibility: Tests how much development
product (typically expressed in housing units,
hotel rooms, or commercial square footage)
can be reasonably fit onto a site

EQUITY
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>> Political Feasibility: Assesses whether a
project is not only legally permissible, but also
whether it has public support or opposition

GAP

>> Market Feasibility: Determines the likely
revenues (expressed in rents, lease rates, and
sale prices) and depth of demand that exist for
different development products
>> Economic Feasibility: Compares revenues
(typically in the form of rents or sale prices)
with construction and operation costs, to
determine whether a project is economically
viable

While market analysis helps to identify
opportunities and establish revenue potentials,
feasibility analysis considers the cost side of the
development equations. Site feasibility analysis for
the redevelopment area determined the number
of housing units, hotel rooms, garage spaces, or
retail square footage that can fit on the site. The
economic feasibility analysis that follows will
evaluate and test these development products by
determining their development value (i.e. how much
revenue they generate) and weighing it against
their development (i.e., construction, acquisition,
etc.) and operational costs. Where development
value exceeds development costs, a project is likely
to be viable and attractive to private investment.
Where it does not, public or institutional funds are
needed to fill this financial “gap, so that a project
can attract the equity needed to make it feasible.

BANK
FINANCE

While planning efforts are inherently long range
in scope, there is often a need to identify early
projects—catalyst projects—that are necessary
to improve market conditions and set a new
standard for future development. This is where
a development plan becomes more tangible and
near-term goals for the community come into
sharper focus. In this case, the southern end of the
study area offers great potential for transformative
projects that will serve as catalysts for Clarksville.

Feasibility Testing: Overview

Acquisition Estimates
While a detailed appraisal is always recommended
in determining a property’s value, some general
assumptions were made regarding possible
acquisition costs, based on residual value analysis
(estimating the total value of a property and
backing into a land cost) and recent sales of
comparable commercial and industrial sites in
the Clark County market. While different sites
within the redevelopment area will likely have
different acquisition costs based on their location
and development potential, for this analysis we
assumed a land cost of $500,000 per acre for all
parts of the site. In reality, this likely represents the
high end of property values—those that are moreor-less remediated, out of the floodplain, and afford
excellent waterfront views or other location-based
premiums.

Feasibility Testing:
Development Products
Following are the results of feasibility testing for
the identified products for the redevelopment site.
The products were analyzed from two perspectives
– as standalone developments and as part of
larger subareas within the redevelopment area. As
detailed in the phasing strategy, products within
each subarea are likely to be developed together,
creating the potential for more profitable products
to pay for the development of less profitable
ones that are nevertheless deemed strategically
important for the creation of an authentic, active,
and sustainable place.

Development Values by Type
The chart below details the value to cost ratio for
each development product type, without factoring
in the cost of parking development. Only one
product—town center retail development—is
profitable from this perspective, with a value to
cost ratio of 138 percent. Additional retail along
the waterfront comes close to breaking even,
suggesting that it is almost economically feasible.
By contrast, the residential development products
have an average value to cost ratio of just 86
percent, which is below a feasible project. These

numbers suggest that mixed-use development
combining retail and residential uses will be
necessary for development to be economically
feasible on the redevelopment site. It also suggests
that the assumed land value of $500,000 per acre
is probably high for uses other than town center
retail, or upscale waterfront housing. Detailed
appraisals will be needed to determine actual land
values, and findings from environmental analysis
may place further downward pressure on those
values.

DEVELOPMENT VALUE TO COST RATIO BY TYPE
(Before Parking Costs)
Development Strategies, 2015

Town Center Apartments
Waterfront Apartments

85%

87%

Town Center Retail

138%

Waterfront Retail
Hotel

96%

88%

BREAK EVEN POINT
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Development Feasibility
Development Values by Area

TOTAL DEVELOPMENT PLAN

There are five subareas within the study area
that offer the greatest potential for market-based
redevelopment. Each was analyzed for overall
project feasibility, as well for the potential for new
job creation and future tax revenue generation
over 23 years, which is the amount of time left on
the Clarksville Tax Increment Financing District
(discussed in the Implementation Section). The
subareas are grouped into three located to the
north of the floodwall and two located to the south,
in recognition that there will be different needs,
purposes, and people serviced, and therefore
different funding sources, for these two locations.

The chart below summarizes the development
value of each subarea, as well as of the larger
areas to the north and south of the floodwall.
Overall, the total development plan could potentially
generate over $210 million in private investment,
nearly 650 new jobs, and over $46 million in tax
revenues. Strategies for public participation in
funding this transformative development are
discussed in the Implementation Section.

$110

The Town Center

Waterfront Living

$32

Long-Term Residential

$31

Hotel & Dining

Waterfront Dining

$17

$3

North of Flood Wall

South of Flood Wall
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$173M

$20M

Development Areas
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Development Feasibility
NORTH OF THE FLOOD WALL
The Town Center

Waterfront Living

Long-Term Residential

This area is the largest, both in terms of land
area and total development program, and the
one with the greatest total development value.
It includes approximately 310 town center
apartments and over 232,000 square feet of town
center retail. Without factoring in the cost of
parking development, this mixed-use project is
economically feasible, with an overall value to cost
ratio of 113 percent and a development surplus
of over $12.5 million. This high value is primarily
driven by the retail component, which alone has
a value to cost ratio of 137 percent and is the
most profitable development product identified
in the market program of this study. The retail
development would also create an estimated
465 new jobs. The project’s parking needs are
significant, however, so much of the private revenue
surplus will be needed to underwrite its cost.
Future tax revenues generated by the town center—
an estimated $24 million through 2038—could be
used to pay for infrastructure needs that cannot be
supported directly with private sector debt.

This area includes approximately 250 upscale
apartments that would offer waterfront views
and higher quality finishes than the town center
apartments, therefore achieving higher rents. In
fact, on a per acre basis, this area will generate the
most development value, because of the density
it affords. Analysis of this project yielded a 87
percent value to cost ratio and a financing gap of
$5 million, driven by high construction and parking
development costs. However, the tax revenue
generated by this project would be approximately
$11 million, which would more than cover this gap
and is a cornerstone of a public-private financial
strategy.

A third element of development for the area north
of the floodwall includes an additional 230 town
center apartments, and 13,500 square feet of retail.
Demand for these units would be driven by the
catalytic value of the other areas, and development
would likely start after those developments are
realized. As with the rest of the area north of the
floodwall, this project is not economically feasible
without public support, with a financing gap of $2
million. The estimated tax $5 million of tax revenue
generated would cover the project’s financial
needs.

DEVELOPMENT DETAILS

310
232K

DEVELOPMENT VALUES

TOWN CENTER
APARTMENTS

$115
Million

PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

SQUARE FEET OF
RETAIL SPACE

465

JOBS
CREATED

$24

FUTURE TAX
REVENUE*

Million

DEVELOPMENT DETAILS

246

WATERFRONT
APARTMENTS

DEVELOPMENT VALUES

DEVELOPMENT DETAILS

$36

PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

230

$11

FUTURE TAX
REVENUE*

13.5K

million

Million

TOWN CENTER
APARTMENTS
SQUARE FEET OF
RETAIL SPACE

DEVELOPMENT VALUES

$33

million

PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

30

JOBS
CREATED

$5

FUTURE TAX
REVENUE*

million

*Net Present Value of Bondable TIF Proceeds (Over 23 Years)
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Summary
Development to the north of the floodwall has
an overall value of approximately $173 million,
but would require an estimated $209.5 million in
building, infrastructure, and land acquisition costs.
This creates a financing gap of approximately $36.5
million. However, the tax revenue generated by
the development products would be close to $40
million, more than covering this gap as well as
providing some funds for other site improvements
necessary to make the development work, such as
demolition of existing properties. Furthermore, the
development could potentially create 465 new jobs
and would attract significant visitor traffic from
other parts of the region.

LONG-TERM RESIDENTIAL

THE TOWN CENTER

NORTH OF FLOOD WALL
Development Value

$173 Million

Development Cost
Building
Land
Transportation/Utilities
Structured Parking

$153 Million
$14 Million
$25 Million
$17.5 Million

Demolition

-

Remediation

-

Extra Site Development
Surplus/(Deficit)
TIF Revenues
Surplus/Deficit with Public Participation

WATERFRONT LIVING

($36.5 Million)
$39.5 Million
$3 Million
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Development Feasibility
South OF THE FLOOD WALL
Hotel and Dining

Waterfront Dining

Summary

Potential development at the southeast corner
of the redevelopment area includes a 150-room
full-service hotel and two restaurants. This project
will have a development value of $17 million, but is
the least economically feasible, with a value to cost
ratio of just 73 percent and a financing gap of $6
million with the cost of structured parking factored
in. It will generate just under $6 million in tax
revenue, barely “breaking even” if no extraordinary
costs are required. Nevertheless, the project is
an invaluable element in the establishment of a
distinctive, active development that signals a new
day in the economic utilization of the Clarksville
waterfront, and would justify the potential use of
additional incentives or tax revenue generated
from other parts of the development to make it
economically viable.

This area is the smallest of the five, consisting of
two restaurants to be developed among the historic
buildings on Riverside Drive. Development of this
area is less about direct economic generation
brought on by land use transformation, and more
about activating the waterfront with a mix of nearby
leisure and restaurant uses. There will be limited
land acquisition needed for developing these
restaurants, and parking will be provided along
Riverside Drive and in other publicly-available
parking areas on either side of the floodwall.
Therefore, development of this area could “break
even” without the use of significant public funds.

Unlike the development program for the area north
of the floodwall, the developments proposed south
of the floodwall do not produce enough public and
private revenue to sustain themselves—at least
not directly. Yet this does not mean they do not
add value for the community. In fact the indirect
benefits are essential to the full realization of
a transformed waterfront neighborhood. The
developments for the area south of the floodwall
yield a financial gap of $20 million with building,
acquisition, and infrastructure costs factored in,
and generate about $7 million in tax revenues,
leaving a $13 million “gap”.

DEVELOPMENT DETAILS

150

FULL-SERVICE
HOTEL ROOM

22K

SQUARE FEET
OF RESTAURANT
SPACE

DEVELOPMENT VALUES

$23

Million

PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

120

JOBS
CREATED

$6

Million

FUTURE TAX
REVENUE*

DEVELOPMENT DETAILS

16k

SQUARE FEET
OF RESTAURANT
SPACE

DEVELOPMENT VALUES

$3

PRIVATE
INVESTMENT

30

JOBS
CREATED

Million

$860

THOUSAND

FUTURE TAX
REVENUE*

*Net Present Value of Bondable TIF Proceeds (Over 23 Years)
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However, the products in this area will support
the success of both the town center development
to the north and the riverfront improvements
to the south. They will help stimulate tourism,
talent attraction, and rebranding of the Clarksville
waterfront—essential economic impacts that create
a broader “ripple effect” in the economy. Therefore,
it is worthwhile to explore additional funding
sources that can assist in improving the viability of
development in these subareas.

WATE
RF

RONT

SOUTH OF FLOOD WALL
Development Value

$20 Million

DININ

G

Development Cost
Building
Land
Transportation/Utility
Structured Parking

$21 Million
$1.5 Million
$13.5 Million
$4 Million

Demolition

-

Remediation

-

Extra Site Development

-

Surplus/(Deficit)
TIF Revenues
Other Revenue Sources
Surplus/Deficit with Public Participation

HOTEL & DINING

($20 Million)
$7 Million
($13Million)
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Implementing the Plan
Introduction
From the outset of the planning process, it has
been clear that the community desires to improve
its image and physical conditions, to ensure it
preserves and respects its past, and to position
itself for the future. The town established a
broad study area - ranging from the riverfront
to Stansifer Avenue - understanding the need
to think comprehensively about the future of
South Clarksville. While there is a clear need for
community improvements and revitalization in all
portions of this 320-acre area, the market analysis
conducted for this plan has demonstrated that
opportunities for significant private investment and
redevelopment are more limited, at least for the
foreseeable future. To achieve any real progress
in the area and advance the vision and goals
established at the beginning of this initiative, it will
be necessary for Clarksville to focus its resources
– and the point of focus with the greatest impact is
the riverfront. As such, this plan has a deliberate
and strategic focus on the near-term opportunities
for transformation that will capitalize on market
demand for riverfront and near-riverfront
development. While improvements in other portions
of the study area will be more incremental, efforts
can also be made in the near-term to support
revitalization. Indeed, a focus on the riverfront
is not to suggest that other areas and needs of
the community should be ignored for the sake of
one big idea, or the interests of a few property
owners. Rather, it is part of a long-term strategy of
community investment that will pay dividends for
decades to come, having a ripple effect of economic
improvement that will spur additional investment in
larger areas, to the benefit of the entire town.
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The vision of a vibrant, mixed-use waterfront that
propels Clarksville’s economy into the 21st Century
will not happen by simply waiting. This plan is the
first of many steps that must be taken. New and
improved streets and infrastructure are needed.
Land needs to be assembled for development.
In some cases, contaminated land needs to be
cleaned. Funds must be raised. Deals must be
brokered. These necessary efforts, in many cases,
require outlays of funding—of partnerships in
which public and private investment go handin-hand, in order to realize the full potential of
Clarksville’s waterfront.
That there are private development opportunities—
sustainable ones that would introduce a mix of
housing, leisure uses, and inviting public spaces—
separates this place and its potential from so many
that lack the great and catalytic amenity that is the
urban waterfront. This plan and study demonstrate
that once land is assembled, economic policy
aligned, and deals brokered, public investment can,
in fact, spur private investment in ways that—if
carefully planned and implemented—can yield a
new day of prosperity for South Clarksville.

Phasing

PHASE 5 PHASE 4

PHASE 3

PHASE 2

PHASE 1

A large-scale and transformative development such
as the one being proposed for the redevelopment
site will not be built up all at once. Certain products
with more immediate market demand will come
first, driving the development of later products
as the area is improved and enhanced. Land
acquisition in certain areas of the redevelopment
site will also be more challenging, leading to longer
development timeframes for development of those
parcels.

Based on current market conditions, a product that
will likely be developed soonest are the apartments
with views of the waterfront, near the floodwall. A
hotel near the floodwall, or along Riverside Drive,
is also likely to come in an early phase. A retail
town center could come in an early phase, but
this is dependent on a complex set of variables,
sometimes referred to as “table setting”, that
includes site assembly (and reasonable land sale
prices), remediation, infrastructure and parking
strategies, etc. After the retail component of the
town center has been mostly developed, apartment
units can be built above and around it. Finally,

additional apartment and townhome units can be
developed elsewhere in the area, once the desired
“character of place” has been created. While
market conditions are always evolving, below is
a 15-year phasing projection, which takes into
account market trends and makes assumptions
about the likely speed of land assembly and
packaging.

Waterfront Apartments
246 Units
Waterfront Retail
21,500 SF
Hotel Full Service
150 Rooms
Town Center Retail
245,800 SF
Town Center Apartments
310 Units
Waterfront Retail
15,500 SF
Town Center Apartments
232 Units
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Implementing the Plan
Setting the Table
Realization of the plan for South Clarksville will
require concerted public/private partnerships
– an alliance of the Town, and perhaps the state
as well, on the public side, and the development
and lending communities on the other. This plan
provides the framework to guide the actions and
investments of these various parties over the next
ten to fifteen years. At the same time, the plan,
together with this implementation strategy, should
be seen as adaptable to changing circumstances
and influences. Accordingly, it should be
periodically reexamined and revised to maintain a
clear focus on intended directions and outcomes.

A key step in implementation—establishment of a
funding district and mechanism, is already in place,
in the form of a TIF District. Future anticipated
investment and revenues have been estimated, in
the form of over $210 million in private investment,
and a net present value of over $46 million in
future tax revenues that could be used to facilitate
development today. This is a key piece of the first
part of a four part implementation process: Fund,
Assemble, Package, and Facilitate.

IMPLEMENTATION PROCESS

FUND
132

ASSEMBLE
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PACKAGE

FACILITATE

FUND
Estimate future anticipated revenue

Align funding sources and uses

The Town has tools in place to capture the future
fiscal revenues driven by redevelopment, which
can be used to serve near-term infrastructure and
other items that are necessary to facilitate marketbased real estate development. In certain instances,
future taxes generated by real estate investments
can be used to finance current costs of facilitating
those improvements. This mechanism is referred
to generically as Tax Increment Financing (TIF).
The capture of taxes resulting from increased
assessed value (the increment) is used to pay debt
service on bonds issued to fund selected costs of
development.

Cost estimates indicate a financial gap of $36.5
million, before public incentives, in delivering the
mixed-use town center. These gaps are driven
almost totally by the construction of parking
garages ($15 million) and transportation and
utilities infrastructure ($25 million). The $39.5
million in TIF revenue covers these and other
costs, yielding a surplus of $3 million that could be
applied elsewhere in the district.

The Town of Clarksville’s existing TIF district, which
will be in place through 2038, was expanded in
2008 to cover the study area. TIF revenue will
be generated through the capture of net new
property taxes, and can be used to finance public
infrastructure and site acquisition and clearance.
The potential revenue generated by each part of
the development plan was estimated and included
in the feasibility analysis in the prior section.
Overall, the development is estimated to generate
$46.5 million in tax revenue through 2038. This
is in addition to the approximately $7 million
that is currently generated each year by existing
development in the Town’s TIF district. According
to the fiscal impact analysis of this study, the area
north of the floodwall will produce $39.5 million of
bondable revenue for improvements, and the area
south of the floodwall will add an additional $7
million.

On the south side of the floodwall, the sources
and uses dynamic is different. Here, a $20 million
dollar gap is generated through infrastructure
costs (including roads, floodwall realignment, and
utilities) and structured parking development.
With $7 million in TIF revenue, a $13 million gap
remains, implying the need for additional sources
of funds, a reprioritization of the sources of
expenditures, or both.

Identify remaining financial gaps
Presently, the area south of the floodwall is
showing a $13 million financial gap, after public
financing, and the area to the north is showing a
$3 million surplus, for a net financial gap of $10
million. In order to implement the plan, these costs
either a.) need to be reduced, or b.) funded through
other means.
It is possible, even likely, that the assumed per
acre land value of $500,000 is high. In this case,
the surplus generated by development at the north
side of the development could be several million
dollars higher, potentially filling a portion of this
gap completely. Additionally, revenue generated

from other areas of the TIF district—which includes
the retail developments along Veterans Parkway
and Lewis and Clark Boulevard—can be used to
fund improvements in the study area. If actual land
costs are not lower than estimated, and/or this gap
cannot be closed by alternative forms of funding,
less financially rewarding elements of the plan
may need to be reprioritized. For example, the plan
envisions multiple new street connections through
the floodwall – these will provide a benefit to the
area though improved connectivity and circulation,
but the plan does not hinge on implementation
of every potential connection point. As an actual
development proposal unfolds, the extent, number
and location of such infrastructure improvements
will become more clear, as will the associated
funding structure.
The Riverfront Park
In addition to the development concept south of the
floodwall is the riverfront park itself. As illustrated
in the Planning Framework, a highly amenitized
park space, with promenades, overlooks, terraces
and other high-quality design features, could
have an associated construction cost in the range
of $20 to $25 million. The concept envisioned in
this plan is just that - a concept - and these cost
figures are early, order-of-magnitude estimates.
Much more detailed planning and design efforts
will be necessary to determine a more precise
cost estimate for park construction. Regardless,
in order to realize a vision of a transformed public
riverfront, it will likely be necessary to seek funding
sources beyond TIF revenues and other typical
capital funds.
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FUND
Seek additional funding partners
Realization of the South Clarksville Redevelopment
Plan will require concerted public/private
partnerships. The potential $10 million financial
gap for the combined projects north and south
of the floodwall, as well as waterfront park
improvements, could be bridged, or partially
bridged, by a number of funding sources. These
could include foundations interested in enhancing a
regional greenway and/or waterfront park network.
It could be supported by a new metroparks system.
Federal funding sources, including a TIGER grant,
could be put toward funding infrastructure. Under
a ballot initiative, voters could approve a dedicated
sales tax for greenway and/or waterfront park
funding.
Other potential partners exist. The State of Indiana
could contribute infrastructure dollars, particularly
if there is a tourism component, such as a science
center. Another intriguing partner could be a
potential casino at the Marathon site. While casinos
can be controversial and should be carefully
weighed against community needs, they may be
willing to remediate the Marathon site, and pay for
high quality infrastructure that could also service
the proposed developments in the plan.
Additionally, there are other economic tools that the
town could consider to promote the development
plan, particularly along the riverfront. These
include:
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ASSEMBLE
Supplemental Taxes
The riverfront is a major asset for Clarksville, and
improvements that enhance bicycle and pedestrian
access to and along the river will complement
projects on the redevelopment site. Such
enhancements also fit with the efforts of the Ohio
River Greenway Project. While private donations
and public grants can be used for such greenway
development, as has been accomplished by the
Indianapolis Cultural Trail, other cities and regions
have been able to successfully implement taxes
to cover the cost of development and maintaining
greenways. St. Louis’ Great Rivers Greenway was
created through voter approval of a 1/10 cent sales
tax to fund greenway and park improvements in a
1,200 square mile district, covering three counties.
The tax generates approximately $10 million per
year, and has helped to fund the development of
110 miles of greenway over the past 15 years.
Grants
While far less available than in the past, there
remain opportunities to obtain grants and soft
loans from a wide variety of both public and
private sources. Private corporate and charitable
foundations do target their support to different
aspects of urban investment and revitalization
such as economic development, environmental
enhancement, historic preservation, and open
space and parks. Foundations might be inspired
to participate (financially or otherwise) in the
project—particularly if a component of the project
is consistent with a particular mission. Most
government grants are ones resulting from
legislators’ capacity to target appropriations
to special community needs and high profile

projects of wide public benefit. State and Federal
brownfield funds in particular should be explored
for the study area, given the potential for the
development of a regional cultural institution or
corporate headquarters on the former Marathon Oil
site.
A number of tools are available to cities to help
facilitate land assembly. The negotiated purchase
of private property from a willing buyer by the
city or its intermediary, without resort to use of
the condemnation power, is generally in the best
interest of both parties. This often results in
speedier acquisition and a lower purchase price.
Generally, the assembly of larger tracts of land
in the area is going to make development more
appealing to quality developers—particularly
retailers who may otherwise choose to develop
a regional destination development at an
undeveloped “Greenfield”.
While outright purchase of land by the Town is
a possible assembly tool, a potentially equally
effective strategy could be to conduct appraisals
and secure options for privately-owned properties,
at reasonable purchase prices, and then working
with landowners to package those properties for
development.

PACKAGE

FACILITATE
Summary

Packaging of a property consists largely of
reducing risks, creating transparency on costs and
opportunities for public-private partnering, and
demonstrating site control in preparation for the
issuance of a development request for proposals,
or RFP. The following steps should be taken:
>> Define the precise area of a redevelopment
district for use of economic development tools.
>> Provide costs of capital improvements,
including infrastructure development, civic
space development, facility operations, and
demonstrate what public improvements could
be completed by the Town, if a deal for private
development is struck.
>> Identify and estimate the magnitude of
necessary brownfield remediation.
>> Engage in a developer RFQ/RFP process.
>> Select one or more developers (depending
on the mix of uses) with whom to partner in
redevelopment.

The public sector can take on a number of roles
in the facilitation of development, increasing the
likelihood of success, for both the private and
public sectors. Actions can include:
>> Facilitating transfer of land from property
owners to developers
>> Marketing sites and partnering with developers
on tenant recruitment
>> Developing a district brand and identity
>> Using bonding capacity to secure below-market
loans on relevant elements of projects that
serve a public interest
>> Providing design review, as part of the
regulatory process, to ensure cohesive
development among multiple developers
>> Operating programmed events and maintain
civic space

A great plan establishes a vision that is neither
impractical, nor easily attainable. Meaningful
change often happens when the vision of a better
place is just beyond the grasp of a community,
but not beyond its reach. The funding and
implementation strategy identifies significant,
market-based sources of funding to achieve a large
portion of the vision. Yet there are elements of
the plan that are additive to community character,
quality of life, and economic performance. These
elements have been included in the plan because
they could be funded through alternative means—
federal, state, or foundation grants, capital
improvements budgets, and/or regional initiatives.
This plan therefore presents many transformative
projects that are achievable, with careful planning,
and some that the community will have to reach
for. Should these efforts fall short, thoughtful
reprioritization will be necessary—as it is in the
implementation of all plans—to ensure that the
most essential, most transformative, and most
catalytic elements are funded.
Ultimately, redevelopment of portions of South
Clarksville will be a big undertaking, requiring
outlays of infrastructure and other investments that
enable robust private development and economic
activity to occur. To achieve the vision set forth in
this plan, as well as the greater prosperity desired
for Clarksville residents, a true public-private
partnership is necessary, and can usher in a new
era for the Town’s waterfront.
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Key Priorities
Within the framework of table-setting described
above, there are a number of key priorities that
should be undertaken by the Town to advance this
plan. These fall within three general categories:

Facilitate Redevelopment of the
Marathon Property

Invest
In the

As part of this planning process, the Town of
Clarksville has engaged the Marathon Corporation
to initiate a Phase I Environmental Assessment
process for the Marathon properties. This is the
first step of due diligence necessary to identify
the potential extent of contamination liabilities. As
part of this planning process, a Phase I ESA report
was prepared, providing recommendations for
next steps to be taken in pursuit of remediation
and/or potential acquisition for reuse and
redevelopment. These include advancement of a
Phase II subsurface investigation to collect soil and
groundwater sampling for laboratory analysis.

riverfront

Facilitate
A town center
development

Support
Neighborhood
Revitalization
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It is important to recognize that the Marathon
property spans a number of parcels across over
25 acres of land (not including Ashland Park, also
owned by Marathon and leased to the Town of
Clarksville). Approximately 15 acres, directly behind
the levee, were dedicated to the core operation
of the bulk oil terminal, with seven bulk oil tanks
remaining (no longer in use). For obvious reasons,

this portion of the Marathon property is of most
concern with regard to potential soil contamination.
However, between the oil tank site and Woerner
Avenue, Marathon owns another 9 acres of mostly
undeveloped ground. The plan envisions this land
as part of the town center development, and is thus
a high priority for site assembly and preparation
for near term development. Nevertheless, full
site control and remediation is desirable, if for
nothing else than to remove the eyesore of the
aging oil tanks as a visual impediment to adjacent
development. Finally, an additional three acres
of ground directly on the riverfront adjacent
to Ashland Park remain unimproved, enclosed
by chain link fence, and another eyesore in a
prominent location. Immediate site control of this
ground should be pursued to begin implementation
of the waterfront park envisioned by this plan.

Develop a Master Plan and Design for the
Waterfront Park

CASE STUDY

This plan establishes a vision for a destinationoriented riverfront park – an extension of the
existing Ashland Park – but with a more urban
design character to complement the urban mixed
use district envisioned north of the floodwall.
A variety of design elements are illustrated in
the planning framework that will establish an
incredible transformation of the riverfront from
underutilized industrial land to a community
amenity and regional draw. Indeed, this effort is a
critical element to achieving the transformation of
identity that will draw private investment. However,
this should not be construed as suggesting that
the waterfront park must be completed before
developers will take interest in the area. Realization
of an ambitious riverfront renewal such as this will
be a complex effort, unfolding in phases over many
years. Still, a clear and concerted effort by the Town
in advancing detailed design and implementation
efforts for the park and promenade will send a
strong signal to the development community that
public commitment to this plan is real, helping to
spur development interest, and in turn increase
momentum and partnerships for implementation.

Columbus, OH

Scioto River Greenways

The 2010 Downtown Strategic Plan proposed 12
“Big Ideas” for transforming Downtown Columbus.
The one that most captured the community’s
imagination was the prospect of creating over 30
acres of new riverfront park space where none
currently existed by removing an out-dated lowhead dam, restoring the natural river channel,
re-naturalizing the river’s edge and creating
trails and promenades to connect people with the
river in the heart of downtown. This was no small

task, and many thought it would take decades to
complete. But the idea quickly gained momentum,
attracting a variety of partners to creatively
package funds and advance the project from
concept to reality. In November, 2015, the new
greenway was opened to the public, completing a
last gap in what is now a truly continuous system
of urban riverfront parks serving the entire City
and the broader region.

Total Project Cost

Green space created

TRAILS & PATHS

$35.5 M

33 Acres

1.5 Miles

Funding partners
City of Columbus > Columbus Downtown Development Corporation > Mid-Ohio Regional Planning
Commission > Ohio Department of Transportation > Ohio EPA > US EPA > City of Columbus
Department of Public Utilities > Franklin County Board of Commissioners > Columbus-Franklin County
Metro Parks > The Columbus Foundation > Battelle Memorial Institute
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Reconstruct Riverside Drive

Reposition Riverfront Industrial Land

Perhaps the most immediate and catalytic public
infrastructure improvement that should be
undertaken in the near term is the comprehensive
reconstruction of Riverside Drive. While the
waterfront park will take many years to proceed
from this conceptual plan through design and
phased implementation, more immediate
improvements to the public realm at street-level
will set the stage for riverfront transformation and
signify to the development community Clarksville’s
commitment to the area. The street section
diagrams and illustrative renderings included in
this plan are conceptual in nature and are intended
to illustrate desired public realm character and
multi-modal facility improvements. More extensive
design efforts will be necessary to determine exact
dimensions and locations of specific street section
elements and associated right-of-way needs. This
effort should be undertaken as an immediate next
step.

Six acres of land along the riverfront, on both
sides of Riverside Drive, are currently owned and
operated by Carman Industries, a material handling
and processing enterprise with long ties to both
Clarksville and Jeffersonville. While the economic
value of private industry to the Town’s fiscal health
is clear, the economic strategy of this plan has
demonstrated that the age of riverfront industry
as an economic engine has given way to the age of
riverfront amenity as the driver of a place-based
urban economy. The advancement of the riverfront
park and development concept envisioned by this
plan necessarily hinges on the repositioning of this
industrial land. It will be critical for the Town of
Clarksville to work closely with Carman Industries
and potential developers to facilitate an equitable
land deal and relocation of the enterprise to a more
suitable location that meets its operational needs.
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Plan for the Reconstruction of Woerner
Avenue
As the town center development is advanced
toward implementation, a number of public
infrastructure improvements will be necessary,
including the development of a new street grid,
the details of which will be determined as part of a
comprehensive development proposal. Within the
town center, this plan envisions Woerner Avenue
as the primary “spine” of development – the
signature main street connecting the riverfront to
Clark Boulevard, framed by the Colgate Building
and Clock, and integrating Water Tower Square
to the east with redeveloped land to the west.
The character and design details of this unifying
street will be critical to creating a truly walkable,
mixed use urban environment. As with Riverside
Drive, the street section diagrams and illustrative
renderings for Woerner Avenue in this plan should
be advanced through a next level of design and
engineering to determine exact dimensions, rightof-way needs and costs. Construction of what
will be a highly amenitized urban street should
be coupled with a real development project for

The Town of Clarksville boundary extends north
from the Ohio River approximately 150 to 250 feet
to the west of US 31, until it crosses US 31 and I-65
to the north of Montgomery Avenue. The residual
piece of land between US 31 and the Clarksville
line is located within the City of Jeffersonville
jurisdiction, although the elevated structure of
the highway creates a physical separation from
the rest of the jurisdiction. This area, roughly 14
acres in size, encompasses the Missouri Avenue

Montgomery Ave.

Clark Blvd.

St.

ERSONVILLE

While the study area for this plan is partially
defined by the municipal boundary of Clarksville
(which coincides with the Jeffersonville boundary),
the unique geography of the area makes it
impractical to consider development opportunities
and infrastructure improvements solely within the
confines of the Town of Clarksville’s jurisdiction.
While it is important to recognize the challenges
created when development sites are divided
by jurisdictional lines, it is equally important to
strive for the best possible outcome in terms of
development design and place-making, and to
identify opportunities to resolve those challenges.

14th

CITY OF JEFF

Coordinate with Jeffersonville

Stansifer Ave.
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town center development along Woerner Avenue
to ensure a cohesive design between the public
and private realms and coordinated construction
phasing. However, the Town can begin to pursue
schematic design and engineering in advance of a
development proposal to lay the groundwork for
this project, and establish design parameters that
will help guide private development design along
the corridor.
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right-of-way, a small portion of the Colgate site,
and the eastern-most 5 acres of the Water Tower
Square complex, including approximately 20% of
the vacant land at the corner of Missouri Avenue
and Market Street. It also includes portions of the
Carman Industries properties along Riverside Drive.
Conversely, nearly eight acres of land in the Town of
Clarksville’s jurisdiction is located on the east side
of I-65, contiguous with the City of Jeffersonville

and isolated from the rest of Clarksville. This
includes a portion of West 14th Street (which
becomes Stansifer Avenue to the west of I-65),
and a collection of properties along the west side
of Akers Avenue, adjacent to the Clark Memorial
Hospital Campus. This area includes a small
medical office building site, on which the building
itself is located in Clarksville, but the parking lot
is located in the City of Jeffersonville. There are
also seven single-family lots along Akers Avenue,
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two of which are now vacant following recent
demolition. Additionally, another 33 acres of land in
Clarksville’s jurisdiction but east of I-65 is located
immediately north of West 14th Street.
Within the riverfront development area, this
situation has the potential to create complications
for coordinated development where property
ownership spans jurisdictional boundaries. It
could create a deterrent to orderly and efficient
site designs if developers are required to navigate
development review and approvals processes
for a single development project but within two
jurisdictions. The Town of Clarksville should
pursue efforts with the City of Jeffersonville to
remove potential obstacles to orderly development
in this area. One option may be to consider a
jurisdictional land swap, in which the municipalities
would essentially trade jurisdictional authority
for properties that are physically isolated from
the remainder of the community – separated by
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I-65 in the case of Clarksville in the north portion
of the study area, and by US 31 in the case of
Jeffersonville to the south. This would allow for
the orderly development of additional medical
office uses along Akers Avenue as an extension
of the Clark Memorial Hospital campus, within
the City of Jeffersonville, and the advancement
of the riverfront development opportunities
within South Clarksville as envisioned in this
plan. However, it should be recognized that the
City of Jeffersonville currently operates a Tax
Increment Financing district that governs the
respective properties in question. Another option
might involve establishment of a cooperative
economic development agreement between the two
jurisdictions that would streamline and coordinate
development review procedures and establish
clear parameters for associated infrastructure
improvements and revenue allocation.

Update Zoning and Development
Regulations
In the wake of the Colgate plant closure, the
Town of Clarksville had the foresight to establish
a mixed use zoning district for the area, which
today governs not only the Colgate site, but also
nearly all of the land envisioned by this plan for
mixed use town center development. This is an
important step that has already been completed.
By and large, the district regulations establish the
appropriate standard for building form, site design,
and overall development character for this area.
However, some aspects of the current regulations
should be revisited and adjusted. Most notable,
the height zone restrictions established as part
of the CLMU zoning district do not permit the 4 to
5 story building heights behind the floodwall that
are needed to truly maximize views of the river
and Louisville skyline. The zoning district also
provides an extensively detailed list of permitted
and not permitted uses, which should be analyzed
to ensure consistency with the development
character envisioned for the area. There may
also be an opportunity to simplify and streamline
this list. Other details, such as off-street parking
locations along Woerner Avenue, and Commercial
Establishment Size Limits, should be reassessed
and revised.

Coordinate Utility Infrastructure
Improvements with Development
Utilities capacity analysis conducted as part of
this plan has identified the general extent of
improvements needed to accommodate increased
demand on storm water and sanitary sewer
systems to serve town center and riverfront
development. In most cases, new utility lines will
be constructed as existing streets are rebuilt or
new streets are added, and phasing will play out
in tandem with development. In addition to utility
lines, the substantial amount of redeveloped land
area north of the floodwall will require a districtwide strategy to manage stormwater runoff.
The potential to develop a regional stormwater
detention facility should be explored, with a likely
location behind the levee in conjunction with
redevelopment of the Marathon site. However, care
should be taken to avoid creation of a suburbanstyle retention pond that will take up a large
amount of development space and detract from the
urban development character intended for the area.
Low Impact Development (LID) approaches, such
as green roofs, pervious pavement, rain gardens,

bio-swales and the like should be encouraged
throughout new developments to help disperse
the stormwater impact at a district-wide scale and
minimize the size needed for a consolidated facility.
The Clarks Landing Mixed Use zoning district
includes provisions for LID design, consistent with
this strategy. Additional information about utility
and stormwater management capacity needs can
be found in Appendix 3.

Establish a long term capital
improvements plan for the entire study
area
This plan envisions a comprehensive overhaul of
South Clarksville’s major public infrastructure over
the course of many years, including the rebuilding
of aging and inadequate streets, installation of new
development-supportive utilities, and improvement
of inadequate stormwater systems. Improvements
directly associated with the core redevelopment
areas are obviously a high priority. Yet the need for
improvements in other portions of the study area
is no less diminished. The town should create a
detailed, long term capital improvements program
for South Clarksville that will prioritize projects,
establish an implementation schedule, and identify
funding sources. This should be monitored and
updated on an annual basis to ensure progress, and
re-prioritize where necessary. Appendix 3 provides
a starting point for this effort, with planning-level,
order of magnitude cost estimates associated
with various infrastructure improvements
recommended for the study area.
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Develop a Wayfinding Signage Program
With the development of a retail and entertainmentoriented town center destination, clear access
ways and wayfinding to the area will be critical. As
noted in the Baseline Analysis section, the I-65/
Ohio River Bridges project is already improving
access and circulation to and from the site, as is
the Court Avenue extension through Water Tower
Square. However, from a regional perspective,
access routes from the freeway, particularly from
the north, may not be intuitive for many motorists.
It is important that signage along northbound and
southbound I-65 approaching and adjacent to the
study area has appropriate guidance to easily direct
the traveling public into the area. Coordination with
INDOT will be required to insure this happens. This
may require changes to signs that are currently
being installed as part of the ongoing river
bridges projects. Wayfinding signage immediately
adjacent to exit ramps from I-65 will be needed to
appropriately guide the traveling public into the
study area. Once in the study area, wayfinding
signage should continue to be used to guide the
traveling public to key destinations. A wayfinding
program should also facilitate intuitive vehicular
and bicycle travel between the south and north
portions of the study area, as well as to other parts
of the Clarksville community.
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Implement Commercial and Residential
Revitalization Programs

Reconstruct Cane Run Creek Pump
Station Infrastructure

The north portion of the study area faces very
different issues than the south. As discussed in the
Planning Framework section, the area north of the
L&I railroad, extending to Stansifer Avenue, will face
little pressure for market-based redevelopment
in the near future. However, there is a need to
improve physical and aesthetic conditions of the
Town’s older residential and commercial building
stock. In particular, the neighborhood commercial
node at Stansifer Avenue and Clark Boulevard has
historic value, but is in need of a facelift. The Town
is already exploring the development of a façade
improvements grant program, which is a key tool
that should be used to assist property owners
in making private investments that will improve
the broader area. A concerted effort should be
made to target these resources toward Stansifer
Avenue, Clark Boulevard, and the surrounding
residential neighborhoods to help improve the
quality of these areas in tandem with the larger
transformational efforts to be undertaken in the
south portion of the study area. A targeted initiative
for Stansifer Avenue should also be coupled with
streetscape improvements to improve the quality
and appearance of the pedestrian realm.

One of the primary issues of community concern
in the north portion of the study area is recurring
flooding during high capacity storm events. The
primary issue is related to the capacity of the
Cane Run Pump Station, which no longer provides
adequate service to the community. The Town of
Clarksville has commissioned multiple studies of
this issue, which point to the need for a new pump
station. The Town should continue to work with
the Jeff-Clark Flood Control District to prioritize
and fund this critical infrastructure improvement.
Additional information about this project can be
found in Appendix 3.

IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX (part 1 of 3)
Recommendations**

Time Frame*
Short

Mid

Long

Key Players

Monitor existing and anticipated TIF
revenues, align funding with development
proposals and prioritize infrastructure
recommendations

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Private Developers

Seek Additional Funding Partners

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Private Foundations
>> Government Agencies
>> Ohio River Greenway Commission

Facilitate Redevelopment of the Marathon
Property

>> Town of Clarksville Redevelopment
>> Marathon Corporation
>> IDEM

Reposition Riverfront Industrial Land

>> Town of Clarksville

Develop a Master Plan and Design for the
Waterfront Park

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Ohio River Greenway/Redevelopment Commission

Reconstruct Riverside Drive

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Adjacent Property Owners

Plan for the Reconstruction of Woerner
Avenue

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Adjacent Property Owners
>> Private Developers

Coordinate with Jeffersonville to eliminate
development barriers and advance shared
economic development interests

>> Town of Clarksville
>> City of Jeffersonville
>> Affected Property Owners

Update Zoning and Development
Regulations

>> Town of Clarksville Planning and Zoning

Project Goals**
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

*Timeframes: Short (1-4 Years); Mid (5-8 Years); Long (9-12 Years)
NOTE: Implementation recommendations and project goals are not listed in order of relative priority
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IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX (part 2 of 3)
Recommendations**

Time Frame*
Short

Mid

Long

Key Players

Coordinate Utility Infrastructure and
Stormwater Management Improvements
with Development

>> Town of Clarksville Stormwater, Wastewater, Streets
>> Private Developers

Establish a long term capital improvements
plan for the entire study area

>> Town of Clarksville

Develop a Wayfinding Signage Program

>> Town of Clarksville
>> INDOT

Implement Commercial and Residential
Revitalization Programs

>> Town of Clarksville Planning and Zoning
>> Town of Clarksville Redevelopment
>> Property Owners
>> Business Owners

Reconstruct Cane Run Creek Pump Station
Infrastructure

>> Town of Clarksville Stormwater
>> Clarksville-Jeffersonville Flood Control District

Work with Marriott Drive property owners
to coordinate streetscape, drainage and
parking lot/landscaping requirements

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Business and Property Owners

Establish a Stansifer Avenue revitalization
initiative to coordinate streetscape
improvements with recommended façade
improvement program

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Property Owners
>> Business Owners

Coordinate with South Clark Boulevard
property owners to consolidate parking
and access as part of a comprehensive
streetscape and bicycle trail improvement
program

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Adjacent Property Owners

*Timeframes: Short (1-4 Years); Mid (5-8 Years); Long (9-12 Years)
NOTE: Implementation recommendations and project goals are not listed in order of relative priority
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Project Goals**
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

IMPLEMENTATION MATRIX (part 3 of 3)
Recommendations**

Time Frame*
Short

Mid

Long

Key Players

Inventory and prioritize neighborhood
sidewalk, streetscape and lighting
improvements for existing residential
neighborhoods

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Residents

Establish a cultural/arts district to include
the Clarksville Little Theater, Derby Dinner
Playhouse and surrounding area

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Theater Owners
>> Residents and Property Owners
>> Local Artists

Work with the Colgate Site property
owners to facilitate innovative reuse
and rehabilitation initiatives, such as DIY
artisan/“maker spaces,” food production,
market space, etc.

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Property Owners
>> Potential Business Owners

Work with property owners to establish
design parameters for public street
improvements, floodwall reconfiguration
and adjacent private development to ensure
coordinated and appropriately phased
designs

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Property Owners
>> Private Developers
>> Army Corps of Engineers

Establish a public art initiative with a focus
on enhancing the floodwall

>> Town of Clarksville
>> Army Corps of Engineers
>> Local Artists

Project Goals**
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

*Timeframes: Short (1-4 Years); Mid (5-8 Years); Long (9-12 Years)
NOTE: Implementation recommendations and project goals are not listed in order of relative priority
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